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62 Years In The Tampa Bay Area

an Shoots Himself
While Beating Girlfriend
SEE STORY ON PAGE 23

Cong,. Castor Helps .T

Save.Upwlrd Bound
.

.

SEE PAGE 2
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FAMU ·Grad·Hired
.•... As ,writer lor·CBS
SEE PAGE 7

E. Tampa Meeting
To Addres, Zoning .
SEE PAGE 3

Woman C~argel
§In Machete A
SEE PAGE 23 ·

DREAMERS AGAINST DRUGS
Dreamers Against Drugs is an award-winning program
sponsored by the City of Tampa Recreation Department.
Ten ki9S' have found a formula for an·anti-drug message
that other kids dm relate to - theysing, dance and .fC\P
to get the message out about the dangers Qf various
-drugs. The youngsters have beerf on,tour since June
. visiting the area's Rec Centers and Boys_and Gi·rls
Clubs. Their final performance.will be July,. 1.8th at the
Museum of Scie'nce and Industry (MOSI); They are:
Alesha, Krystal, Johnnie, DeMario, Ale'x is, Joel,
Charlvester, Cayley, ' Charity and Virnessa. David ·
Jankiewicz and Megan James are directors of the group·.
(Photograph .by Jerry Brunson)
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~ CongreSS1Noman -JOins Fight To

Save Up1Nard Bound-Program

Aniong those in attendance at the press conference were (front row) from left to right:
Mrs. Chloe Coney, District Director for U.S. Congresswoman Kathy Castor's Office; U.S.
Congresswoman Kathy Castor; Jasmyn Hendricks, a student in the Upward Bound Program
at USF; Ms. Van Best, Community Activist; and Ms. Evelyna Richardson, a retired educator.
'>icC Shown on the back row from left to right: Frank Crum, Television Producer/Director for
c the
City of Tampa; Dr. Joan Holmes, Assistant Dean at USF; Bob Davis, Director of the
LL Upward Bound Program at USF; and Clifton Tyson, who is also a student in the Upward ·
·
c Bound Program.
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BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel StaffWriter

strong bi-partisan support for
this bill. This program is· very
imp-ortant because more stuFor more than 40 years bay dents have the opportunity to
~ area high school students benebe successful in college and in
1fited
from
the
Upward
Bound
lives. This program has
> at the University of South their
.a:
allowed many students to
Florida. Its director, Bob become the first in their famiDavis, was notified on May lies to attend <;;ollege.
c 31st that it would-come to an Since its inception, more thari
w end.
3,0'00 students have" success:::z:::
en As the news spread through- fully completed the program
:::i out the comqJ.(.Ip.ity, many and become college graduates·.
m sought ways to keep the doors Some of those include: Bob
~
a. open. On Monday during a Davis, current Program
z pres-s conference, U. S. Director of Upward Bound;
Congresswoman Kathy Frank Crum, Television
Castor announced a bill is Producer/DireCtor for the City
_,J
_,J
expected to be passed this week of Tampa; and Mrs. Chloe
~
to save the program and others Coney, who is currently the
m·
I .
like it throughout the country.
District
Directo~
for
_,J
w
In response to the loss of Congresswoman Castor's office
z
Rep. Bobby Scott, and the recipient of the Upward
i= funding,
z of Virginia, introauced an Bound Graduate Outstanding
w
to Education and Achievement Award in 1997•
en amendment
Labor Committee Chairman
Congresswoman Castor
<1:
c George Miller's College Cost wants to help the students of
Reduction Act. If it passes, today benefit. from the program
0 Scott's amendment will as others have in the past.
_,J
LL restore $120 million from 2008 Jasmyn H~ndricks and
to 2oll to several Upward Clifton
Tyson joined
Bound Programs including the Congresswoman Castor at
the·press conference. ·.·
,
prc;>gfllni at USF; · · · c .
· ~rigressw~m,an Castdr . J asinyn is seruo~ :at Durant
satd~ ,tWe a~:e r artW::-.ipating High School · and a resident of .
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Plant City. She will become the
first member of her family to
attend college as a result of the
program.
"It's like a second home for
me because they really push
you to go that extra mild. They
guide us through the process.
It's so much more than acaderriics.;'
Clifton Tyson said, "The
program helped me to get my
head on straight. It has been a
blessing for me. I have a little
brother who looks up to me and
I want the program to continue
for him."
Tyson is a senior at
Middleton High School.
Bob Davis said, "If I had to
use one word to describe the
program, it would be HOPE. It
provides hope to those students
who don't have the motivation
or resources to attend college.'~
"This program serves as an
excellent tool for mentoring
students and helping .thousands of low-income children.
Upward Bound requires the
benefit of federal funding to
continue to make a positive
impact on our students. I was
very disappointed when I heard
about the funding cuts to the
program," Congresswoman
· Castor said.

Woman Feels Family
Members Wrongly Accused
An incident the night of July
4th involving a Tampa Police
Officer being hit by a lit firecracker has led to the arrest of
a teenager.
The incident occurred in the
Robles Park Public Housing
Complex when officers were
called to investigate a report of
several Black males tossing
firecrackers at each other.
When Officer Timothy
Gaddis arrived, he reported
an unknown Black male tossing
a large firecracker at him, striking his leg, exploding, and leaving a burn mark on his pants.
The firecracker then found its
way into a marked unit, burning the floorboard. Officers
used an extinguisher to put the
fire out.
The teenager who tossed the
firecracker was described as a
Black male, 12 to 15 years old,
5'7'' tall and weighing 150
pounds.
On July 6th, officers
patrolling in the complex
arrested and charged 16-yearold
Remus
Randall.
Randall was also wanted on
warrants, police said.
In a separate incident July
5th, police said Jamir
Burden and another teenager
were arrested.
·
According to police
spokesperson Andrea Davis,
an officer who had been burned
the day before by a firecracker
was responding to the area of·
Lake Avenue and Avon Street

with two other officers. They
were told there were kids
standing behind a wall shooting firecrackers.
"When the officers arrived,
they observed the fireworks
coming from behind the wall.
When they saw the officers
·approaching them from the
front, some of them ran.
However,•Burden and another
teenager stayed, and· as
Burden was preparing to light
a ~ huge 'firecracker, he was
unaware . of an officer
ap~_fbaching him from behind.
'\o'Vh~n he was warned the offi- ·
· ce]:}.¥as coming, he dropped the ·
firecracker and the lighter."
n"avis said that incident
occ~rred at 11:30 p.m., and
Burden was charged with
aggravated assault on a law
enforcement officer.
"When officers ran a check on
Burden, they discovered he
had no prior arrests, and felt he
.was acting on peer pressure."
Betty Stewart, mother of
Burden and aunt of Randall;
said she feels both teenagers
were targeted by police and did
nothing wrong.
"I think this whole thing is
wrong. They locked my son up
for 21 days, and he didn't do
anything wrong."
Ms. Stewart said she
intends to get the official report
on the incident, but insists her
SOl} did nothing wrong and
shouldn't have been charged.
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Grant- Workshop
Consultant To
Visit Bay Area

MS. JACKIE POWELL
Grant Writing
Consultant
For more than 20 years,
Ms. Jackie Powell has
been sharing her knowledge
of grant writing with others.
This weekend, Ms; Powell
will be in the Tampa Bay area
to provide assistance to those
wishing to learn the craft.
A resident of Detroit, Ms.
Powell is experienced as a
strategic planner, systems
engineer, educator, operations manager, and executive
resource manager for various
iridustries. During the last six
years, she has concentrated
her energies on 'c apacity
planning, grant writing,
fundraising, research and
development for non:-profit
agencies in the greater metropolitan Detroit and
Chicago areas.
During the workshop that
will be held 0~1 Saturday, Ji.tly
14th, at Sago Palm Academy,
3411 N. 29th Street, from 9

a.m. until 2 p.m.
Ms. Powell will discuss
the correct format to apply
for a grant, the use of grant
money, who is eligible to
apply for government assistance, tips on starting new
businesses as well as information on securing grants for
existing businesses.
.
"Everyday the government gives grants to businesses ranging .from large
corporate bailouts to helping
average people start their
own small business.
"You may want to develop
an invention, continue on
your career path through
education, expand or renovate yom existing facility or
purchase equipment. The
possibilities are endless,"
Ms. Powell stated.
Some of the topics she
will discuss include: Starting
yom own 501(c)3, which will
cover issues ranging from
name verification to recruiting board members.
Grassroots fundraising,
which focuses on helping
organizations with budget
issues and the development
of diverse income streams
and a broad base of individual donors.
And, grant writing, for
community organizations or
businesses.

Reporte1• Iris B.
Holton can be contacted
at (813) 248-1921 or byemail at iris@Osentinel.com.

WARREN
DAWSON

221•1800
1467 Tampa Park Plaza
@ Nebraska Ave. & Scott St.
Ille Hiring Dl ALawver Is An Important Decision That Should Not Be Based Solely Upon Adverdsements, Before
You Decide. Ask The Lawver To Send You Free lnlormallon About Their Qualrllcallons And Experience

East Tampa Group To
Discuss Zoning Issues
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want to create the climate for 0.....
the review of zoning issues as
part of the revitalization plan."
On Tuesday (today) July
Mr. Kinsey explains that
1oth, the East Tampa
sometimes zoning changes
Revitalization Partnership will
· can be brought ?bout to keep
things out as well as bring
be meeting at the Cyrus Green
things in.
Park Community Center, 2007
East MLK, Jr. Boulevard at 10
"East Tampa has a high pera.m.
centage of mix-use (commerSpecial guests at the rneeting
cial, industrial and residenwill be Keith Greminger of
tial) combined in one area. We
URS Corporation and Kalu
need to look at those areas
· SAM_KINSEY
\Vatanabe, of the Ran
carefully to see h_mv-that beii~· ETCRP Chitirman
Development Group.
fits those areas.
{
Greniinger's group repreOne area of concern was that · "Sometimes, it's necessary to
sents consultants working on · eminent domain would be protect residential areas from
a s-year strategic action plan used to acquire personal prop- erosion, or take some residenfor the revitalization of East erties in East Tampa. tial areas and make them
Tampa.
Residents were assures that commercial. The community's
East Tampa Community will not be part of the process.
input is vital when looking at
Revitalization Partnership
"The area of zoning we those issues."
Chairman Sam Kinsey said talked about the most were
Representatives from the .
the primary topic of concern those concerning commercial City of Tampa's Clean City
at their last meeting was projects," said Mr. Kinsey.
Division will be at the meeting r"T1
issues concerning zoning.
to discuss what they're doing 0
"Commercial corridors
"We asked Greminger and especially those along 22nd in East Tampa and there will :!!
Watanabe to return to clarify Street, are only a lot deep, and be more discussion on the c
>
issues concerning zoning that limits what you can do problem of illegal dumping in en
m
changes in the area.
with those areas . That's why the area.
z
"Those are important issues, it's so important that a feasiMr. Kinsey said there ::!
and we felt it was important ble plan be worked out for aren't any projects underway z
East Tar:npa residents under- revitalization of East Tampa or planned that will be dis- m
r:stand clearly what they mean." over the next 27 years. We cussed at this meeting.
m

BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel StaffWriter
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Incarcerated Son Inspired ,z~
c:
m
By Mother's Ministry
c;;
r

Shane Anthony, Sr. is a
part of his mother's inspiration for her ministry. Though
the inspiration has come
through some troublesome
circumstances, things are
working out for the better.
Anthony is incarcerated at
Jefferson
Correctional
Institution. His mother,
Gloria McNair, is , the
founder of My Brothers 2
Keep Ministry, a Tampabased ministry that distributes
Bibles and offers inspirational
leaflets for inmates.
"My mother writes over 300
inmates throughout Florida,
Kentucky and California prisons. I know my mother, and I
can see that she's exhausted
sometimes, but she never
complains. She invests in her
ministry," said Anthony, Sr.
"I should have received a life
sentence for my crimes, but .
through a lot of support and
prayers, I'm a year away from
another opportunity."
Anthony, Sr., 32 , was
charged with seven counts of
trafficking cocaine, but
believes the· inspiration from
his mother has definitely
helped him and other inmates.

SUPPORT THE
FLORIDA SENTINEL
ADVERTISERS

GLORIA MCNAIR
Founder, My Brothers 2
Keep Ministry

"She loves what she does,"
Anthony, Sr. said. "She really cares about the spiritual
growth of all the inmates she's
in contact with, and she
deserves to be applauded."
· For more information on
My Brothers 2 Keep·, or to
request a Bible, please call
(813) 516-6780.
Reporter I Writer
Antione Davis can be
reached at (813) 2481921, or ada.vis@Osentinel.com.
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Reflections Between American
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Black Women Move To
·~eclalm Their lmagel .
doubt, many of our readers will be happy to
that recently, 'women at Rev. Jesse
ackson 's Rainbow /PUSH Conference
addressed the degradation of women in hip-hop
music. Indeed, women attending the conference
issued and adopted a historical manifesto calling for
~
c "an end to the degradation of women in advertising
and media, particularly in rap and hip-hop."
u..
However, at the PUSH Conference's annual women's
c luncheon, which honored leading businesswomen, one
z
<( of the honorees - Linda Johnson Rice, President and
CEO of Johnson Publishing Company (publishers of
~ Ebony and Jet magazines) stated, "The music industry
c
en
w should not bear the blame alone." Rice indicated that a
:::) serious misrepresentation of women existed in the
American culture, on multiple (ronts. In addition, she
blamed poor choices made by women as well as the
w bad behavior that women have modeled for young
> girls, that also ~affeicts h~;\V.. Black women are viewed,
w
c around the worl~~ '!_The. Johnson Publishing CEO
w emphasized how "self-respect, self-esteem and self:t:
women to "all
en discipline" were keys to guidb:tg Black
:::; levels of achie\rement;'' ! . . . . .
..
.
m
Clearly and eloqttently, Ms. Rice placed the responsi:::)
a.. bility for women reclaiming and reframing their image
z against abuse and misuse for profit or for other reat=
sons, squarely on tJte shoulders and at the feet of
W:
...I women themselves. ConSequently, the Rainbow/PUSH
...I organization has taken the lead in launching a move:::)
·
m ment by Black womeri to rescue their image.
Surely, all w~nien an.d women's groups continue to
w
z have theij- work eut out fo.,- them, teaching and modelfor. yriung' girls on how to behave and dress with
zt= _ respect aii4 royalty~ So, here's a toaSt to Black women
w. everywhere who b;tve taken steps to reclaim their self~
en.
<( love. and: self-respect. And thanks to Rainbow/PUSH
c for helping_to keep the.d ream alive.
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gove~or of Massachusetts, Deval Patrick -

just h;tppens to be Black --reminds us of
slave ·.a ncestors whose efforts, when the
slaves were. freed, . helped launch the spirit of
Ainer.ca's system bf free public education (though
ra~ely given credit). Why? In a dramatic and bold
move last month'; Patrick announced a proposal to
·make Massachusetts the first state since 1984 to consider offeriDg a free two-year community college education or technical school training to all high school
graduates in the state·by tile year 2015.
Patrick's ·visionary "cradle to career" education ·initiatives ,.a re desigqed to prepare workers and students
to meet the state's need to fill jobs that companies are
'lilt having difficulty filling. Currently, Massachusetts has
w 20,000 unfilled jobs requiring a two-year college
CJ degree. In an earlier editorial, we expressed our con~ cern that nearly 7o% of American businesses were

(Series)

got slavery going on in the
Slaves Wanted Freedom
midst of the struggle for freeToo-1777
to this, "Only two dom and independence.
"... To the Honorable Counsel
ates, Georgia and Somehow, we must untangle and. House of Representatives
th Cai.Qlina, con- things here. Now the Civil War for the State of Massachusetts
tinued to oppose the enlistment . in tbis country would not be Bay in -General Court assemof Black soldiers. It was a taking place until some ·89 bled,- Jan. 13; 1m... !' "Among a
source of considerable embar- years later in 1865. Hell, we're · people professing mild religion ·
rassment to Colonel John · oyer there in Iraq today t~lking -of Jesus, a people not insensi-·
Laurens, who in 1778 was about freedom and democracy, ble of the secrets of rational
asked to raise several battalions and we still have unfinished being nor without spirit to
of Blacks in his native South business here at home over
resent the unjust endeavors of
Carolina.
200 years old.
others
to reduce them to a state
In 1779, the Continental
Is this how we should look at
of
bondage
and subjection
Congress recommended that the realities of history? Until
deprived
of
every
social privi3,000 Blacks be recruited in we get things in ordered perlege
of
everything
requested
to
Georgia and South Carolina. spective, we as a people and a .
render
life
tolerable
is
far
The Congress was to pay the , nation will be living in such a
owners over $1 ,000 for each time zone of big lies, with July worse than nonexistence."
Such was filed on behalf of
slave recruited, and at the end 4th one big joke year in and
of the war the slave was to be year out; We will never be free , sla ves in th e House -of
as Jesus would say, until truth Representativ es, State of
set free and given $so."
Massachusetts.
What's going on here? We've is told once and for all.

.Just Let It Gol
month marked the
anniversary of the
urders
of Ron
Goldlnan and Nicole Brown
Simpson. Noted athlete, 0. J.
Simpson, was arrested, tried,
and acquitted of the double
murder.
Simpson was acquitted in
part because money was no
object and he had the best legal
defense money could buy. He
also may have been acquitted
because of the handiwork of
then Los Angeles Police
Detective Mark Fuhrman,
who is alleged to have helped
"create" evidenc·e linking
Simpson to the double homicide.
Fuhrman demonstrated to
the world that his investigative
skills are such that he couldn't
find a lollipop in a candy store.
(I'm still trying to ·figure out
how a pair of blood-drenched
socks can end up in an upstairs
bedroom closet without a single drop of blood falling on

white carpet. Something is defi- a Double Murderer." He
nitely wrong with that picture); also has the rights to Sin1pson's
If Simpson did commit the · name, likeness, life story and
double murder, (which I still · right of publicity in connection
don't believe), he's been acquit- with the book.
ted and he can't be tried again.
Is it . me, or is there someTo try him againwould be dou- thing wrong with this? If
ble jeopardy and our judicial Simpson did commit the mur- ·
system doesn't allow it.
ders, it seems sort of morbid to
The families of the victims buy the actually confession.
· couldn't accept the verdict and
Immeqiately after the
filed a civil suit against him and deaths, Goldman was parwon, probably otit of sympathy., . trayed as the grieving father:
· Simpson filed bankruptcy and Now,it seems that. his pursuit
lias yet to settle the $33:5 mil- ofju~Hce has become a pursuit
. lion·settlement. .
ofthealmightydollar. · ·
But Goldman's father, Fred ... .• I thinka more 'fittingtribJ)te
GOldman~ ne~er· received ariy to'the'mei:nory oihis-son:wo~rd
moriey. And~ it seemsthal .he be scholarship ft1nd orsoil}ewill forever be in pursuit of it. thing positive thatwilt pear-his
His lates~ . a,u·e.~pt at getting
·
·
paid came 'abput when he .won n~~e·. ?therwi~_e, 'folks _might
· ht s t'o -sImpson
·
·•s ··can·
.get
th e ng
. ,the. 1mpresswn
.
._
·:.that
. dollars
·
.
celled boqk, "ifI Did n ;." ·' · .:·: , ~ -. ·m1ll1?1JS 9f t~em- '-:'-·· ·'Ydl .
. pol~~aiJ_bas pur~hase.d~~;;:\br.I r~ t.h e ,o~l~ ~o~ f:~.rt 1~· ! ·
the nghts tQ.the;bookfrOI:n:the' ·- 'Il~efts. . ' · . ·
,
' ~·, .
bankruptcy trustee 3,ti d :plans ·
He needs to let the dead
to re-release it. He ·warits to rest and. just leave everything
rename it to "Co'lf~s~(ii)u of . e~$e tq.a'· higher authontj: -·.
.. : ,

·· '
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.
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reporting problems in filling open positic}n~. However, P~t.trlck appears to h .a ve ~
clear vision .and a strong solution for taking care of his state's .needs iii tlie future.
The plan for community colleges and technical schools is projected to ¢os~ betwe.eh
$50 to $75 million ayear. ·
·
. ·
· . . · _. · . • · · .
Consequently, the adage that you either "pay t19w or pay later" is appropriate .
when one considers the cost of public assistance to the unemployed (healthcare, ·
food stamps, etc.), crime and victims of crime that unemployment brings. . .
In addition, consider. that women, Biac~, Hispani~ an~ other mlporities-along
with the poor, stand to benefit from an educational system -as proposed-by Patrick.
Indeed, his idea is one whose time is long overdue. ·Quite possibly, .s\ich a change of
direction would attract more industry to Qur state, apd also increase tax r~venues.
In other words, we believe G!)v. Patrick's decision makes good sense •• ~ good dollars
and cents! If it could
why not
for Florida? .
- '·.:·: .
- work for Massachusetts,
.
'
.
._.
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every nqw and then, would be faced, even by an
do not. read newspa- astronaut circling the globe in
er articles that raise a single-engine, single-seater
our spirits and lift our souls airplane which - from the
toward the heavens, theri very ground - would certainly
soon, we will stop reading have looked like a mosquito
·newspapers. But -before that · . struggling across the Atlantic
·h appens, let me introduce and the Pacific. Therefore,
you to Barrington Irving. , what was unbelievable ~mild _·
Write that name in your have to 'be Bari'i'pgto~'s
diary.book! Put it on your cal- . physical a#.d mental state,
endar! If you and your loved and not his complexion, so it
one are about to have a boy would seem.
child, and you're in a
Howeve1', th~ fact Irving is
quandary as to what he might ~l~c~ - Jamaican to be spebe named think about nam- cific - surely causes a spark
ing him 'BARRINGTON of pride in those of us who
IRVING. WHAT'S-HIS- remember
Donny
NAME! Why? I'll tell you Hathaway's great anthem,
why.
.
"To B~, Young, Gif.ted 1-nd
Young Barrington Irving, Black. No doubt, It bnngs
23 , did something that hasn't te~rs to ou!· eyes, when we
been done by a precocious thmk ~bout a~l ~he bad news
oung man in his twenties
and d1smal t1dmgs we have
;ince another precociou~ l~ad to bear these re~ent ye~rs
young man in his twenties t lat a1ways see~e to p~mt
. 8 o years our
. .1ar ']11ng
. young men 111 a ternble
d 1'd a sum
.
Th
l ·.
, 1Ig1lt.
ago.
e ot l~I young mans . No doubt young Irving's
name
. was
Charles . . · · · .'
L' db
h
parents were speechless.1 He
· t
A ugus
ubs In erg -ha is said to have waved at the
country oy - w110 on t e
d d
11 · 1
d
fM
'
.
several hun re we w1s 1ers
1
0
20
1
2
.ate . ay
, 9 7, too" .Jt
(as opposed to the thousands
upon Inmself to become the
·
. ..bb d
.
.
.
-w 110
mo e
young
fi1 st human bemg .to fly nonL'
db
·
In ergh . w11en 11e an d 1liS
.
stop across
the
Atlant1c
Tl
Sp'
't
f
St
.
L
·
. db
h
p 1ane, . 1e I_n o
. oms,
Ocean. L~n
erg was 2 5· touched down in Paris), and
But Barrm~on-:- two years when Irving was interyoung_er - d1d Lmdbergh viewed, he piped, ''I'm home."
one thmg better.
Then humble as a church
On .June 26, 2007, after mou;e he added "I am
three mo_nths in a Ce~sna sin- · proud t~ have had th'e opporgle-engme, Barrington tuni'ty to live my dream."
Irving became the younge_st Charles
Lindbergh
person tQ fly a solo-trq) ("Lucky Lindy" they called
around the world! But that him), is also said to have
isn't all. Irving - an aero- approached his fame in a shy
space student - had been manner.
diagnosed as mentally and
But there's one more thing I
physically challenged before didn't tell you about young
that flight And by the way, Barrington. The name of
there's one other thing I his plane was "THE INSPI~
didn't tell you. Young · RATION!" I know, it gave me
Barrington Irving is Black! chill-bumps too! Now, finish
That, of course, doesn't your morning coffee, and for
matter. The fact young . the remainder of th.e day,
Barrington Irving is Black . think about Black folks being
is no doubt incidental to the among the first to set foot on
overwhe)ming odds that the planet Mars!
l
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: ."The Voice of Our Community Speaking for Itself'
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. .·..·.•. • · · • aybe there is noth-

County, Polk County, Pasco

i~~~--·~-·~·~·-· ing the City of County, Manatee County,

)
: Tampa can do abo~t Hillsborough County and othit, but the issue is constantly ers. These people come into
on my mind. I may be the. tht:: City of Tampa and work
only guy in town concerned
week long. \Y._hen payday
about this issue. I want to · comes, they take their paymake sure that it is in the checks and drive out of our
thoughts of elected city offi- city without Tampa getting
cials, so I just want to put it one dime fromthem.
·
·
·
'out there. '
·
Wqilethese~-p~ppk afe in
The issue is the many, many . Tampa' earning a 'liVing, they
·· possible tax dollars that drive use our·r oads,-otlr -policemen,
in and out of our city every our water, o~r, sa~itation sysday. Get on the expressway tern and our sewage system as
any morning between 7 a. m. well as other city infrastruc- and 9 a. m., or any afternoon tures. They add to the usage,
between 4 p. m. and 6 p. m. and the wear and tear of these
. You will notice that the systems.
expressway is loaded with
What does the City of
cars coming into our city in Tampa collect frorn them?
the mornings, and cars leav- Nothing! Soine of these regu. ing our city in the evenings. Jar visitors to our city buy
Those cars are carrying / their gas at home, bring their
potential tax .dollars in and lunches and wait until they
out of our city.
get back home to do their
They bring people who shopping.
come here from Pinellas
These people spend a lot of

all

time in Tampa using our services and systems free. Isn't
there anything elected officials can do? Is there any kind
of tax law thiS city can pass
that will be deducted from
these citizens or visitors paychecks?
· Call it a
of faCilities tax, .

use

a, seJ:Vice ta.~. :a nqn-:t;~~iden::·
·
· ··
· .,
· tial 'worker~{t~ OI~/some'ilarne
the city bra,in .trust .can. cotne
up with. 1-bel'i'e~~- 't h.is is
something worth having city
staff and city .attorneys to
study. We· sho~ld see if there
is any way we .can get sonie
tax qollars from all of those
paychecks that ride out of "T1
rTampa
every
payday 0
~
untouched by city govern- c
)>
ment.
C/)
If it can be done, then offi- m
cials should immediately take z
::!
ste.ps to implement such a z
m
plan.
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'If You Start Me Upl'
or consider no more. cy." They should've gone
fiJ!,I ~m~~f;.~~e~;e d;:d presume
How about $528 billion dol- uptown! Since this news
.. . . . . ......... . n1ed1a
ga1 bage.

lars? "According to the annuJournalism 101 teaches of al report by the Stockholm
sensationalism. It is a term International Peace Research
not so recognized by the gen- Institute, U.S. spending on
eral public but so often used arms now represent 46_ permore often today than ever cent of global spending on
before in broadcasting and/or weapons." · .·
publishing history. Not too .
If yo it start me up I'll never
long ago, media moguls began stop.
to identify that the majority of
"Black infants in Florida die
us were no longer interested at rates four times that of
in their naiTOW"minded ver-· white infants, and a bill
sion(s) of presenting news- signed into law Monday by
worthy reports, information Gov. Charlie Crist allocates
and just plain ole intelligent $1-million to st~dying why so
newscasts. So, in their not- many black infants die before
so-classy demonstration(s) of they're strong enough to sit
_"telling it like it is," they opted up. The od<fs for those infants
to pursue one of the forbidden are getting wars~:: , Where is
avenues of journalism. Thus, · Dr. Kildare? .
sensationalism is simply "subIf you start me up. :
ject matter, language, or style
It has long: been reported
designed to amaze or thrill."
that young Black American
Except· when real news is males are profiled. Why?
given to us in between a news Because their parents live in a
anchor or reporter's commen- nice h-ome? Because the
tary on what he or she had for youths themselves ride in nice
or how the family pet behaves, cars because their parents can
how does one make a rational, afford the sticker price?
and smart conclusion about Surely there's some other realocaCnational and interna- son! "Walt Disney World
tional events?
ejected and banned for life
rlyou start me up.
four of Florida State
To date, we couldu't possibly University's top football
guess or conceive "the amount prospects from Downtown
spent on weapo1i.s by the Disney last weekend under its
United States in 2006." Well, anti-gang, no-loitering poli-

breaker, Disney World has
rescinded their initial "ban" of
these four young promising
men and apologized to them
in their haste to rid its theme
park image of "any other
inappropriate beh~n-'ior." But
what about Gay Week?

If you start me up I'll never
stop. I've been nnming hot.
You got me ticking gonna
blow my top.
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Aside from the fact that the
· White House is overrun with
arrogance, testosterone and
cow manure, "In a bold new
strategy to avoid a congressional subpo-ena, · ·Vice
President Dick Cheney on . .,
Wednesday declared himself a
national monument." And,
the band played ofL ·
If you start- me up; lyrics,
Rolling Stones.
Finally, in his niost declining moment and ''risking a
political backlash, President
Bush threw out the 2-~/2year prison set1tence for former White House 1\ide l.
Lewis 'Sco9ter' Libby
Monday but st.o pped short of
giving him a full pardon."
Hungr~- for juic~- news'? The
Black American Pn'ss has all ~
that you need to know to lw in ~
the know. Pt'<Kl' Bt' Cnto You. U1
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To Be
Married
T'ERYN
What's up! Yes, this is
T'Eryn, a.k.a., Miss T. T.,
turning a year older and
wiser. God has blessed me to
be here to see another year.
So happy birthday to me.

CARETHA LUCAS
AndEDDIEL.
DAWKINS, SR.

Look Who's
Birthday

Andrew P. Lucas, Sr.
and Marjorie B. Lucas are
proud to announce the marriage of their daughter,
Caretha Lucas to Eddie
L. Dawkins, Sr. on
Saturday, July 14,2007.
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Public
Transportation
Commission To
Hold Meeting
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SHARoi\fAnd HAROLD -HUNTER
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Happy b"irthd,ay to the
man in my life. I love you
and will see you very, very
soon.
Love, Mrs. Sharon
Hunter.

Hillsborough County's
Public - Transportation
Commission will hold its regular meeting Wednesday,
July 11 at 9 a .m. in the 2nd
Floor Boardroom of County
Center, 601 E . Kennedy
Blvd. in downtown Tampa.
This group regulates -the
operation of taxicabs, limousines, vans, handicabs,
wreckers and basic life support
ambulances
in
·Hillsborough County.
For more information, contact the Public Transportation Commission at 2725814. '
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The Florida Sentinel's
'Spotlight On Me'
_Is Putting The
"SpotUght On Kids

...................
Call Us At

(813) 850-1484
For More Info,

AFRICAN HAIR BRAIDING
'Outreach for
.,Life' Connects
Homeless With
Healthcare
A new program connecting
homeless people with costeffectiye healthcare will be
officially 'launched' tomorrow
morning with a ribbon cutting and remarks. Through
this new program, called
Outreach for Life, a mobile
medical van provides homeless people with a wellness
exams, hypertension and diabetes screenings, mental
health screening, and access
to health insurance including
the Hillsborough County
Health Plan, Medicaid and
Medicare.
Outreach for Life is a collaborative effort between the
Homeless Coalition of
Hillsborough _County, Tampa
Community Health Center,
Mental
Health
Care,
Allegany
Franciscan
Ministry and WellCare.
The kick-off event is
Tuesday, July 10, 2007, 10
a.m. to Noon at Mental
Health Care, 6220 N.
Nebraska Ave., Tampa. -

By Mamaah
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svnthetlc Hair

Shampoo
CondiUoner

We SUPPIV

Human Hair
We Specialize In All Kinds
Of Braids & Twists

8

We Are Affordallle

Address:

N. 30th St. Tampa,

33612

At Poinsettia Plaza • Behind Busch Gardens • Between Annie & BougeinviDu
We Accept • Mastercard • Visa • American ExPress • Discover

Monday • Saturday 7:30am •

Code Enforcement
Special Magistrate
Hearing • Community
Codes
The Hillsborough County
Code Enforce,ment Special
Magistrate for the enforcement of Community Codes is
scheduled to meet Thursday,
July 12 at 9 a.m ..in the 2nd
Floor Boardroom of County
Center, 601 E . Kennedy
Blvd. in downtown Tampa.
The Special Magistrate is
authorized to hear violations
concerning all codes and ordinances of Hillsborough
County in order to maintain
health and safety standards.
Any person who decides to
appeal the decision of the
Code Enforcement Special
Magistrate with respects to
any matter considered at this _
meeting will need a record of
the proceedings, and for such
purposes, may need to en~ure
that a verbatim record of the
proceedings is made, which
includes the testimony and
evidence upon which the
appeal is based.
An appeal must be filed
within thirty (30) days after
the execution of the Code
Enforcement
Special
Magistrate's Order.
For more information,
please contact Karen
Matches, Citizens Boards
Support Manager, (813) 2727181.

Featuring:

Hair Salons
Barbershops·
Beautv Suppliers
&

Wig Shops

To Be

Published
Everv Tuesdav
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Ne1N Community Center To Hold
-\ _Ribbon Cutting Ceremony

____
·-• H.O;P.E ...CENTER
_
"Takiil'g;backoO.r comll1Uiiities one Soul at a time."
··,··."'·'

.._,·_ ·.-·.

.

,'

BY LEON B. CREWS:
Sentinel StaffWriter

adult computer classes
(Saturdays), and a food services food bank.
On Thursday, July 12th at 1
The food b~nk wiil operate
p.m., Phase II of the H.O.P.E. thi·ough referrals from
(Helping Om:,.People Excel) American Second Harvest
Community Center will hold a Food Bank, or people in need
can come to the center on
ribbon cutting ceremony.
The ceremony will be a pre- their own.
The center will be operated
Jude to the grand opening of
the new facility at 4902 North by a staff of 10 volunteers, all
22nd Street.
members of Bible Truth
Sharla Jenkins, Program Ministries, and partnered with
Director at H.O.P.E., said the _B.E.S.T. (Bran Expansion
cent;:!r actually opened in May, Scholastic Training), who will
but had been operating out of help with training into those
the Bible Truth Ministries interested in getting into the
qu,ilding ·directl:y.;)?ehilid the:! ;· health. cai·e field. --·· .. .
..
c~fuer: ;_ '_ , . _' - -~ - . - . : ' .
"In May, wewere offering
;· t :We 'd on't-focus on any par- these same services out of
tfthlai· age.group at the center, Bible Truth Ministries," said
and we're in partnership with Ms. J~nkins.
Bible TnrtJFM'in·fsb-ies, who
"We owe a lot thanks
h·as a private school up and our pastor, Daniel Dean,
runnii1g."
· who actually constructed both
_ ·· Amorig the services the cen- building~. He's also the
-. ter will offer are youth and founder of the community
ad~Jlt chess cl\tbs, an adtilt
center."
ch_eck~rs teani., 3-weekend
The center is funded through

of

to

donations from the community and the church.

en

FAMU Grad Hired As Writer
For CBS's 'Cold Case'
BY ANTI ONE DAVIS
Sentinel Staff'Writer

it leads to bigger and better
things." _
Garrett _ left
Vibe
A Florida A&M University Magazine;-~pd enrolled in the
graduate is now a writer for graduat~ :screen writing -proone ofthe most popular shows gram : at ·the Universit)' of
on televi~ipn. Kellye Garrett Southern California. She's
is_ the __JleWest writer for the · worked oh Lifetime televi:
CBS drama "Cold Case».
sian's "AngelEyes," arid wrote
· The -St. Petersburg native a special for CBS's "Without a
started her career as an edito-. Trace". Garrett says that·
dal assistant at the Daily she's also currently working
News in New York after grad- on an :original television pilot
, uating frOQl FAMU' School of and is c9-authoring a sh.ort
Journalism and Graphicl ;- story. . .·.· -- ·. _
_ _·
Communications in 2000. She ' · "I've ·always had an overacthen ·worked at Vi be tive imagination, and I've
Magazine, keeping track, of always rove~ writing. I feel
freelance writers before being that writing for television is
· hired by CBS.
the perfect place to use both
"I enjoyed my journalism of those sJq}ls;'' s_aid Garrett.
career, but after a while I got ''I'm excited to see how the
tired of coyer:ing people doing show works, and what other
amazing things. I wanted to opportunities this could lead
do somethingamazing myself to."
_
~
and this was a great opportu"Cold Case" _ airs each
nity," said Garrett. "I can Sunday at9 p.m., and is the
honestly say that this is the No. 1-rated show in its time
job I really wanted, and I hope -frame.

Bible Truth Ministries has
been active in community pro· jects, such as community
cleanups and assisting at least
3 homeowners in getting their
homes painted.
"On the community cleanup
projects, we've worked with
Clean City on two projects and
done one on our own," said
Ms. Jenkins.
... - 9241 N. 56th St,Tampa, F'L
"On the painting_projects, we M-F 8:30A.M.~ 5:30P.M. • Saturday 9:A. M. -1 P.M.
partnered with the city's Code
· (813)985-0033 • Fax: (813).988-8980
Enforcement .Department in
. - .~ Eow Rates Friendly Atmdiiplzere
, identifying homeowners who_
needed their .homes painted,
You·rc A-OK With Us
. but couldn't afford it. We used
volunteer from the church to
DUI Friendly,
>Paint the homes, and have
_- IIardship License,
~~.other projects planned for the
· Suspended License,
' future."
The public is invited co come
_ State Filing SR-22
out to the ribbon cutting cereOwners and Non Owners
. mony, and is asked to contact
the office at (813) 231-9177 to
Lowest Rates liz Tow1i
RSVP.
\lTOI:'\Sl'R\:'\CE & C0\1:\IER<I\L \l ' IO
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3901 N. 37th Street * Tampa, F~, 33610
DR. THOMAS J. REED, Pastor
Presents
BATTLEGROUND: IT'S A SET-UP!- NOW GET-UP! - Fnh..ci"'""
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"n~~>·::~~k~~>r<:· EU>ER DOIIIAtl'6-c-6CHRAN; .
JASMINE_ROE, · S~. Jpt:mC~fhedr.al ,-,,;-;: -

. , .... : ·" :-: : ' / -. ~ - .•;_,~, ~.: ~· · .:·

· · ~· ;;-c..-.

~ Th~J" · a1,:: :JulyJ~- /' 7:~0,_ p. m. • Worship· service ·
Guest~ Speaker:' PASTOR' PEE' WE~ CALL INS .O.f Greater New-Hope

·

Anointed Ministries, Plant

Fl

Friday Th~ 13~~- ~f July * - ~or:shiP-_~egin_s!~f.? :,p. m ~ :- U"til

. ..· ·. 'N16H:<J( OF-~P.t~~z.t ;:-}::._ .•. ·. ·.· ·-

Invited Guest: lnclude: -AF,c Dance Minlstrx. Marat:!C~th~ J;>aoc_ e c _rQ_u p, -~_.
Fabulous Ste~p!!rs, Expressions By Grace Mime Mintstry1 ~if.t Of. Praise, ·
Mentqrsfor ~imstry, Victorious Prais.e Of ~olk c;:,ounty, Destmed To ~r~ise, '
-~';lointed Pra1se Dancers, Daughters of. Z1pn, S1lent l'raiz!!, Skye Parnsh, ·
· :;_
Oak Park AngeJ}, and La Brawn Saffold, • ·
.: · Recording Artist: Paula Stevens-Jones & The Amb
- - ;ass<ldoJrs
·
·.
*Cepeda & Anointed:Vokes .* .
.

. .- www.gouttri.al.com
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Truth Outreach Prayer Breakfast
Truth Outreach Ministries, Inc. hosted 100 Women In
White Morning Glory Prayer Breakfast recently.
(Photographs by Jerry Brunson)

Evangelist Kassie Scott; left, with Evangelist Brenda Bolden,
chairperson.

The guest speaker for the
breakfast was Pastor Joyce
Wilkerson.
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Shirley Willingham and Carmen Morales at the Morning
Glory Prayer Breakfast.
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Sister Jackie. and Sister Dorothy at the Truth Outreach too
Women In White Morning Glory Prayer Breakfast.

PASTOR KIMBERLY
WILLIAMS
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Healing Ministry:

July 13th, 27th
August 1Oth, 24th
7:30P.M.

Come By And Witness The Healing Power Of Jesus

SISTER DOITIE GREY

July 15, 2007
11 A.M.
ELDER C. BROWN
Speaker
4 P.M. ELDER CRAWFORD
Speaker
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July 22, 2007 • 11 A.M.- MINISTERS. GRAHAM
·
Speaker
4 P.M.- H.U.G.S. Outreach Ministries
PASTOR T. MILTON, Sarasota, FL
Come oulondcelebrole /his joyous occo$ion
with our church family!!
_

Members of New Vision New Birth attended the breakfast .
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Welcome Home And Happy Birthday Party
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Nineteen-year-old Tavia Hill was the guest of honor for a
Welcome Home/Happy Birthday Party. Tavia just completed
her first year of college at Johnson and Wal es in North
Carolina and did quite well. After arriving home, she celebrated her 19th birthday. He family hosted a party in her
honor. (Photos by Jerry Brunson)
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Honoree Tavia , right, with her mother and Mr. Sams.
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In the rear, Sweet, Angel and Sierra; front, Tavia, Nika and Neka.
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GOOD CREDIT • CREDIT CHALLENGE
10014 N. DALE MABRY HWY, Ste. 101,
Tampa, FL 33618
(813) 931-0646 Phone • (813) 931-4676 Fax
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Tada with her grandfathcl·, Eddie Hill, also known as 'Will'.
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Tavia's brother, Carlos.!
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P.at, Vivian and ·Bjl~~~,ra at ;the wel_c,ome home and birthday
party for-Ta,via Hill. ~
··
·
Avoid The Wait.•. Call Ahead & Place Your Order
Special Discounts For Churches, Banquets,
Family'Reunions and Large Orders

Now C~oking Thurs. - Sat.
For All Your Seafood Delights, Marvin Has Just What You Need.

•Fresh & Smoked Mullet •Trout •Snappe
•Shrimp •Sheap Head •Live Blue Crabs
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PICTURES F.ROM THE PAST

Smiling at Phillips Field in this photo are: Coach
Charles White, Bobby Scott, and our City Council
Chairwoman, Gwendolyn Miller.

~

Members of the 1977 Belmont Heights Little League District 13 champions.

~

LJ
~

In this 1946 photo are toth, uth and 12th graders from Middleton High School 'w ho participated in a class play. They are (standing): John Poree,
Abraham Brown, Robert Felder, Beatrice Green, Edsel Kinsel, and Clarence P. Wilson. Seated on sofa (I tor): Gloria Monroe, Charlie Stone, and
D.: Geraldine Horne. Seated on floor (I tor): Wallace Lott, Thelma Sheppard, and Venzula Means.

-

Last Of Original
Drifters Dies At Age 81
NEW YORK -- Rhythm
and blu es singer Bill
Pinkney, the last surviving
member of the original lineup
of The Drifters, was found
dead in hi s hotel robm hours
before he was due to perform
in a July 4 celebration.
Police s pokesman Jimmie
Flynt said 81-year-old
Pinkney was found dead on
Wedn es day eveningat ~ he
Hilton
Daytona · Bea-c h
Oceanfront Resort in Florida.
There was no evidence of foul
play, he said.
Pinkney was scheduled to
perform with The Original
Drifters that night for U.S.
Independence Day festivities.
His manager Maxine
Porter said Pinkney had
been suffering from heart
problems recently but that it
was too soon to say if the
cause qf death was a heart
attack.
She said a funeral would be
held next week in Sumter in
Pinkney's home state of
South Carolina.
The Drifters were known
for s uch hits as "Money
Hone y,"
" Und er
the
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Diddy
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London Crib?
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Wayne Brady, Wife
Call It A Marriag~
LOS ANGELES -- Whose
line is it anyway? In
California, half of it will be
going to Wayne Brady's
miss us.
The entertainer's wife,
Mandie, has filed for -divorce
from the former Whose Line
Is It Anyway? star, see king
an end · to their seven-year
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DIDDY
BILL PINKNEY .•

Boardwalh," and the 1954
cover version of "White
Christmas."
Pinkney, a World War Two
veteran . and former pitcher
for the New York Blue Sox of
the Negro Baseball League,
was the only surviving member of the original lineup of
the group that formed in
1953. He left the group in
1958 in a dispute over money
and set up The Original
Drifters.
Seven members of The
Drifters, including Pinkney,
were inducted into the Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame in
1988.

Longoria-Parker
Weds In Paris
PARIS -- "Desperate
Housewives" star Eva
Longoria and NBA basketball star Tony Parker held '
a church wedding iri Paris on:
Saturday but disappointed
fans were again prevented
from seeing the glamour couple.
Security barriers, police
and large black · screens kept
back hundreds of fans and
let them get only a fleeting
glimpse of the couple arrivTONY PARKER
ing at the central Paris
And Wife, EVA LONGORIA
church that has previously
.
been used for the wedd.~.ri.gs pie al)d ~t~~~;<~~~ts went to
of French kings.
·
· · . · :-~ 'th_e 17t,h;:·c;erit,u~·y ·vaux-leRelatives and the coupl~.:~~: Yicomt~'·ch:iit~~u near P;;tris
Hollywood friends aJ:r;i,Y~~ --~~~ -·'lo cel:e 'btate wi~h a host of
the
Saint · c-~rrnlaifi',~ , other'celebrities. - - .
l'Auxerrois Roman c 'atholic
Cars transporting guests
church in a fleet of red and two limousines arrived
buses. Longoria, 32, and · as about a hundred onlookParker, 25, entered the ers and photographers
church unseen by a back strained for a look. Police
door.
officers had stopped traffic
After the wedding the cciu- on the road leading to the

As rumors of his split
with longtime girlfriend
Kim Porter continue to
swirl, Sean "Diddy"
Combs reportedly has his
sights set un buying property in London.
"I just love this city, and I
seem to be spending so
much time here that it
seems like the logical thing
to do," he says, according to
WENN. "Ideally I'd like to
live in Soho, although I
guess it might be a little
noisy."
As previously reported,
the rap mogul's rep has
denied reports that Porter,
the mother of three of his
children, has broken up with
him, moved out of their
Manhattan apartment and
purchased a spot in Beverly
Hills.
London is also the home of
British actress Sienna
Miller, who has been photographed partying with
Diddy on several occasions
and mentioned as a cataly~
in his rumored breakup with
Porter.
Last week, Miller and
Diddy were spotted at a
club together following his
performance at Wembley
Stadium for the Princess
Diana memorial concert.

Mandie Brady filed her
petition in Los Angeles
Superior Court on Monday,
citing "irreconcilable differences" as the reason for ending her union with the 35year-old funnyman : She's
also seeking joint legal and
physical custody of their
four-year-old daughter,
Maile Masako.
The couple tied the knot in
1999, one year after Brady
got his first full-time TV gig
as a principal player on

WAYNE BRADY
And wife, MANDIE

ABC's Drew Carey-led version of the popular British
improvisational game show
Whose Line Is It Anyway? for
which Brady won an Emmy.
According to court papers,
the pair officially separated
in April 2006.
Brady's publicist could not
be reached for comment.
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Prince Plays 3 Shows
In His Hometown

MINNEAPOLIS -Prince thrilled his hometown fans with three shows
over 12 hours, stopping only
when police shut him down
early Sunday.
The Minneapolis native
first performed Saturday at
a department store to promote his new cologne, cramming nine songs into a 45minute set. He then played
that night at the Target
Center arena. He capped the
night across the street with
a return to First Avenue, the
PRINCE
club he made famous in the
movie "Purple Rain.~·
wheri he announced from the
"Minneapolis, I am home," stage: "The authorities say
t{le Purple One declared we gotta go. We always lisafter the first song at Macy's ten to the authorities. I
chateau.
department store.
promise I'll be back."
Longoria and Parker
Minnesota's governor and
The club is allowed to stay
were legally married at a
the Minneapolis mayor open till 3 a.m. as long as
civil ceremony at a Paris
issued proclamations honor- , liquor isn't served after 2
city hall on Friday. They . ing Prince, and fans flew in a.m.
. _
also avoided fans after that . from all qvet· the country to
Police
Sgt. E.T. Nelson,
1
event and were jeered as
see him. ·
··
watching from a:_cross the
they sped off immediately
After the Target Center, street as fans ·left the club,
after the ceremony.
Prince waited until nearly pointed to the n1~ny ~fficers
The church ceremony,
2:45 a.m. before starting the working over.h me.:\'>ecause of
widely billed as the celebrity
First Avenue show, the first the event. More .than 20 offiwedding of the year, led a
time he had played at the cers i1ad worked to block off
\
.
worldwide rush of weddings
club since 1987. · ·
the streets surroundmg the
on the 71717 date that many ·
He was 15' songs and 70 club and Target -Center . .
believe to be auspicious.
minutes into a 24-song set
"I think it's. very _arrogant
Of him to thinJi: he can hold
us here li-ke .th'i~," said
Nelson. "The law is the law
for anybody." .. 1 :_ .. .
First Avenue· owner Byron
Frank said the police talked
with Prince's crew and did
give the rocker a little extra
time to wind it down .
.. It's very sad tlwy had to
do it, becau:;;l' everybody \\'a:>
having such a \\'ond L' rf'ul
time," Frank said.
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SPORTS

BEAUTY UNLIMITED

Bucs CB Cox Appeals
Four-Game·Suspension
Tampa Bay Buccaneers
cornerback Torrie Cox is
a,ppealing his four-game suspension for violating the
NFL's substance abuse policy.
Cox, 26, was placed on
suspension earlier this
month for alcqhol. However,
Peter Schaffer, Cox's
agent, says the National
Football League (NFL) has
not followed the correct procedure to suspend the fourthyear veteran.
If the suspension holds,

TORRIECOX

Cox would have to forfeit
$140,006 of his $595,027
• 2007 salary. He would also
be unable to compete for the
starting nickel job in Bucs
·training camp.
Cox has shown himself to
be a solid cornerback, and a
standout special teams player. In 41 games, Cox 45
tackles, one inte.rception,
four passes defensed, one
forced fumble and two fumble recoveries. On special
teams, he has 45 tackles, and
returned 75 kickoffs for a
22.9-yard average.

Buccaneers Not Interested
In Tank .Johnson ••••Yet
The Bucs have been me-ntioned amongst teams inter~sted in ac.quiring former .
Chicago Bears nose tackle
Tank ·Johnson. However,
Bucs general manager
Bruce Allen has said the
Bucs have made no contact
with Johnson.
The 25-year-old nose tackle
faced legal troubles earlier
thi.s year after -~ 'club shooting left a close friend . dead.
He was given· an eight-game
suspension for his involvement.

TANK JOHNSON

••••••••••••••••••••

SPORTSIDE ·
WITH RANDY

.......................
All-Star Game
Is Tonight
Tonight's sports agenda will ment. Both the National
League and the American
~e highlighted l;>y the playing
of the annual Major League League are loaded. The winBaseball All-Star game. The ner of this game is anybody's
game will -be played in San guess.
Carl Crawford is the Devil
Francisco, home of Barry Rays representative in the
Bonds and his Giants.
game. This is more than likeLast night, the ·anm.lal All- ly Barry Bonds' last All-Star
Star Homeruri Derby was game. Barry was voted to the
held. Tonight the game, National Le·a gue starting
played ·mostly for entertain- •lineup.

Stackhouse Agrees To
Stay With Mavs
. DALLJ\S - Jerry Stackhouse is sticking with Dallas,
agreeing to a three-year deal
to remain the Mavericks'
sixth man.
The details of the deal,
'
li agreed to Tpursday night,
' were still being · finalized
~ Friday, a<_:cording to a team

official involved in negotiations. He spoke on condition
of anonymity because of
league rules against any comments before the signing period begins Wednesday.
Stackhouse will make
more than tffe inidlevel exception, which is expected to be
set at roughly $6 million.

The Bears then released
him three days after a DUI
arrest last month in Arizona.
It was announced last week
that his blood-alcohol level
was not above the legal limit.
Johnson was expected to
hold out for a big contract
before being released by the
Bears. Teams are expected to
wait until the star tackle
demands less money, before
attempting to acquire him.
Reporter I Writer
Antione Davis can be
reached at (813) 248-1921,
or adavis@flsentinel.com.

No VIctory, But
Tiger Calls Event
A 11Success'
BETHESDA, MarylandAn uneven performance on
the front nine in Sunday's
final round ensured Tiger
Woods would be awarding not accepting - the inaugural
AT&T National · champi. onship trophy.
Woods, who entered the
day seven ·strokes off the lead
in a tie for eighth place at 2under par, double bogeyed
the 602•yard, par-5 9th hole
to fall to 3 over for the round.
He finished the round at
even par and tied for sixth
· place at 2 under for the tournament.
"It basically put me out of
the tournament," Woods
said of the double bogey. "I
had to go out there and play
a picture perfect back nine and hope."
His early .downturn transformed his round from competitive to celebratory, as the
·massive gallery that followed
him in the extreme heat at
Congressional Country Club
showered him with appreciation for bringing the tournament to the area . He and
champion K.J. Choi were
the only golfers who received
standing ovations coming ·up
· the 18th fairway.

MIMI
We're confident that this young starlet wi,l l
quickly become a fan favorite. It is our pleasure
to introduce Mimi as this week'~ Beauty
Unlimited Feature. This young lady is sure to
turn heads wherever she goes. She says that
she enjoys modeling, traveling, shopping and
going out when she has the time. The tYpe of
man she likes must be confident, good-looking,
have a great sense of humor and intelligent.
Congratulations to Mimi on being this week's
Beauty Unlimited Feature.

BROTHIR.'S
GRAPHICS

. 1248 E. Hillsborough Suite#206
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Venus Williams Wins
Fourth Wimbledon Title .
Venus Williams found
herself in familiar territory
Saturday as the ladies singles champion at Wimbledon
- beating 18th seed Marion
Bartoli of France 6-4 6-1.
"It's been a long road back
and I'v e had some tough
l osses but I've brought it
together here and beaten
some of the best players in
the
world,
including
Marion," said Williams, a
23 seed who missed the
Australian Open in January
with a wrist injury.
VENUS WILLIAMS
With Williams up 3-0 in
the first set, Bartoli, 22,
With her thigh freshly
took an injury time out to strupped, Williams returned
have h er bandaged foot re - with seemingly less bit e,
strapped. Immediately after- · allowing Bartoli to make a
wards
Williams
also run. But Venus soon
r eq uested at time out to regained control and went on
rec e ive tr ea tment to her to capture her sixth grand
groin.
slam title.

Newly-Signed Rhodes
Suspended For
Substance Abuse
ALAMEDA, CA -Oakland Raiders running
back Dominic Rhodes was
suspended Tu esday for the
first f(JU r games of the season
f(Jr violating the league's sub:-;tancc abuse policy.
The league does not disclos.e
reasons for substance abuse
suspensions, but Rho.dcs
pleaded guilty in the offseaso n to reckles·s driving
DOMINIC RHODES
charges in Indiana after prosecutors agreed to drop drunk- ning game that averaged 3.9
en driving charges against yards per carry in 2006.
him. .
.
Rhodes started all 16 reguRhodes, who s pent his six ' tar-season games last season,
years in Indianapolis, signed rushing for 641 yards and five
a two-year co.ntract in the off- touchdowns. After backing up
season with the Raiders that Edgerrin James since entercould be worth up to $7.5 mil- ing the league, Rhodes
lion . He is expected to split shared the job la st season
time with last year's starter _ with rookie Joseph Addai .
LaMont Jordan as the He has 2,274 yards rushing in
Raid ers try to improve a run- hi s career.

-~

SPORTS
Pacman Could
Have Plea
Deal Revoked

MURFREESBORO, Tenn.
Adam "Pacman"
Jones must wait to see how
felony charges filed against
him in Las Vegas are handled before a Tennessee
court rules on whether the
suspended NFL player's
plea bargain shou ld be
r evoked.
A new hearing was set for
Jan. 3 to revisit the case.
"I think we'll have to wait
to see what happens in Las
Vegas courts," Rutherford
County General Sessions
Court
Judge
David
Loughry said Thursday.
Jones, a former West
Virginia University standout who quietly signed autographs for others in court
Thursday while waiting for
his hearing, responded
briefly to reporters' questions as he left the courthouse.
"I'm going to get through
(the charges)," he said.
Asked if he's confident he
will play pro football again,
Jones replied, "Of course I
an1."

ESPN, Fox Wants To Air
Bonds' 756th Homer Live
Your regularly scheduled
program on Fox or ESPN
may soon be interrupted by
footage of Barry Bonds on
the verge of hitting the
7 56th home run of his
career, breaking the all-time
· record held by Hank Aaron.
The two networks said
Thursday they are negotiating with Major League
Bas eball for the rights to
bring the slugger's at-bats and perhaps a game - to a
nationwide audience.
"Do we have an interest?
Absolutely," Fox Sports president Ed Goren told the
Hollywood
Reporter
Thursday.
Fox Sports already has
exclusive rights to the
Giants' July 14 game against
the Los Angeles Dodgers.
ESPN ha s always had the
- rights to break in to programming and cover historic
events if they happen during
its regularly scheduled baseball programming - the
Sunday,
Monday
and
Wednesday game windows
or
ESPN's
"Baseball
Tonight," which airs several
times during the day. The

LAS VEGAS -- Kevin
Durant took his Seattle
SuperSonics debut in stride
on the firs£ day of the NBA
Summer League on Friday.
Durant led all scorers with
18 points, . but he shot just 5of-17 from the field in the
Sonics' 77-66 loss to the
Dallas Mavericks.
He was scoreless in the first
quarter before tallying 13
points in the second quarter,
including Jl straight.
"I had good shots," Durant
said. "The y just weren't

2007-2008 Football Season
· @ Seattle Seahawks
New Orleans Saints
St. Louis Rams @ Carolina Panthers
@Indianapolis Colts
· Tennessee Titans
@ Detroit Lions
Jacksonville Jaguars
Arizona Cardinals

.t: 15 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.

4:05p.m.
4:05p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
4:05p.m.
1:00 p.m.

BYE WEEK
- Nov. 18
Nov. 25
Dec. 2
Dec. 9
De~.

16

Dec. 23
Dec. 30

@ Atlanta Falcons
Washington Red skins
@New Orleans Saints
@Houston Texans
Atlanta Falcons
@ San Francisco 49ers
Carolina Panthers

1:00p.m.
1:mrp.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
8:15p.m.
1:00 .m.

3602 7th Avenue • Tampa, FL
241-2301 or 247-3719
Keys Made
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BARRY BONDS

only caveat would be that it
couldn't break in and t elevise something that is exclusively on Fox or the other
national TV partner, Turner
(TBSJ.
TBS will carry three
Giants games with the
Atlanta Braves July 24-26,
but the network said it isn't rin negotiations to carry any 0
JJ
more.
c
In other Bonds news, the )>
hitter has announced he will (J)
not participate in the Major m
z
League Baseball All-Star :::!
Game Home Run Derby on z
Monday night in San m
rFrancisco so that he can co- OJ
'
host a party with Jay-Z c:
r
instead.
r-

,

Durant Scores 18
In Sonics Debut

TAMPA BAY BUCCANEERS
Sept. 9
Sept. 16
Sept. 23
Sept. 30
Oct. 7
Oct. 14
Oct. 21
Oct. 28
Nov. 4

......
0

69¢ and Up

Latex Flat White Paint .......... $5.99gal.
Oil Outside White Paint ........ $11.99 gal.
Roller Pan Set .. ~ ...·................... $2.49 ea.
3 .. B-rushes .................................99¢ ea.

SALE PRICES COOD
LIMIT 2 WITH THIS AD ONLY!!
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Ke,in Durant shot just s-of17 from the field in the
Sonics' loss.

falling . In this game, yo u
can't make every shot. I wanted to keep being aggressive,
and in the seco nd quarter it
started to come for me .
Unfortunately, we lost."
Jeff Green, ,\;ho was taken
by the Celtics with the No. 5
pick in the draft before being
traded to Seattle, scored
seven points - all in the first
quarter.
,
"This is our first gam es
under our belts as NBA players," Green said. "We had to
get our jitters .out."
Although the)• are both listed at 6-feet, 9-inches, the 215pound Durant started at
guard while the 235-pound
Green opened at for\\'ard .
· They were in familiar role s.
but they bot h admitted that
the pro level ha d a diff<.•n•nt
feel to it.
Durant sa id he t<.•lt no pn•,.;sure.
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IN LOVING
MEMORY

AARON
HIGGINBOTHAM
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Funeral services for Aaron
Higginbotham will be held
Saturday, July 14, 2007, at 11
a. m. at Aikens Funer;al
Home Chapel.

QUEEN SUSIE
PADGETT LEWIS
6/6/52-4/4/06
Gone, but never forgotten.
Happy belated birthday
grandma.
From your first born,
William Oliver Lewis, Sr. and
granddaughter, Katisha
Lewis.
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JAMETRICK
DEVELL PIERCE

EUGENE PORTER, SR.
Dec. 29, 1929 July 11, 1998
You are sincerely missed
and loved always.
Beautiful memories. The
Family.

IN -MEMORIAM

Funeral services for
Jametrick Devell Pierce of
1005 Papaya Drive, who
passed away Monday, July 2,
2007, will be held Friday,
July 13, 2007, at 11 a. m. at
New Salem Missionary
Baptist Church, 303 N.
Oregon Avenue, with the pastor, Dr. Henry Lyons, officiating. Interment will follow
in Rest Haven Memorial Park
Cemetery.
· Jametrick's grandfather,
James Kelly, Sr., preceded him in death.
·
.- He leaves behind: his loving
grandmother_and caregiver,
Barbara Burnett; grandfather, Robert Gathers; grandmother, Ernestine Kelly;
mother, sharon Pierce;
father, James Kelly, Jr.;
brothers, James Kelly, Jamar
Everett and Dyondrey
Powell; only surviving
nephew, J'varis - Mywon
Martin; aunts, Yvette Pierce,
Sandy Bisbee and Carla
Burnett; uncles, Eric Bush,
Sr. and .Carlos Pierce; inclusive of a host of other, aunts,
uncles, nieces, nephews,
cousins and other relatives
and friends.
KEITH D. COOK, JR.
Jametrick was born on
December 29, 1985, in
If I could hear your voice, hear your laugh, I could grow two
Tampa. Unto this world was
wings and fly to you. But that time has not come. yet. All I have
born a beautiful baby boy - a
are your wonderful memories and your beautiful daughter
treasure and joy. At three
that are closed tight In my heart. A Mother's love never dies.
months of age, he entered
Love, Ma Era; sister, Keisha; daughter, Aireonnya; grandma,
through the operating room
Sarah; and the rest of the crew.
·
doors ·and exited those same
doors. His precious little life
forever changed. He was
stripped of the opportunity
to ever sit up, crawl, wal.k or
talk. The doctors said we give
him five years to live. Under
the gracious, unselfish loving
care of his grandmother, he
lived the best quality of life
for twenty-one years.
The remains will repose
from 5-8 p.m. on Thursday,
July. 12, 2007, at Wilson
Funeral Home
Funeral Home.
John W. Harmon, L.ED.
Friends are asked to assemFREE QUOTES
ble at the church at approxiOwner/Manager
5002 N. 40th St.
mately 10:45 a. m., Friday.
626-8600
"A WILSON SERVICE"

FYI

Tampa Mother Loses
Battle With Cancer
Funeral services wiii be
held on Saturday for a
Tampa mother who lost her
battle with breast cancer.
She was 45-years-old.
Ms. Toni Reed attended
the public schools of
Hillsborough County, graduating from King High School
in 1979. After graduation,
Ms~ Reed worked as a caregiver.
_Ms. Reed was the middle
chi-lp o_f Jimmy - and
Dorothy Reed and. the
mother of a daughter, Erika,
and son, Brandon, among other family members and friends.
"We were very close, we had a special bond with our mother
and we saw each other everyday. She was affectionately known
in Robles Park as 'Ms. Toni.' She loved to cook and bake and
she loved children. She just loved caring for others," her sister,
Saundra stated.
She further stated that the family learned that Ms. Reed had
breast cancer after she was hospitalized in AP.ril. She died at
Tampa General Hospital on Thursday, June 28th.
Jackson Funeral Home is in charge of handling the funeral
arrangements.

AIKENS
FUNERAL HOME
Mr. Aaron Higginbotham,
Tampa.
Mrs. Thelma B. Porter,
Tampa.

EVERETT· DERR
.&ANDERSON
FUNERAL HOME
Mrs; Pamela J. Kendrick,
3502 Osborne Ave., #214.

dACKSON
FUNERAL HOME
James Crump, Tampa .
Loreno Dean, Tampa.
Trinity Munn, Tampa.
Toni F. Reed, 411 Ohio
Street. ·

MORNING GLORY
FUNERAL CHAPEL
Mr. Samuel Bing, 3004 E.

Martin Luther King J1·. Blvd.
Mrs. Fannie M. Edwa1·ds,
1418 S. Kings Ave., Brandon.
Mr. Arthur Myers, 8418 N.
17th Street.
Mr. Ernest · Sn1ith, 6
Mayview Cirde.

RAY WILLIAMS
FUNERAL HOME
Mrs. Lucille B. Hester,
Tampa.

STONE'S MEMORIAL
FUNERAL HOME
Ms. Frederic';t Young,
Tampa.

WILSON
FUNERAL HOME
Ms. Catherine Brewer, 9415
Bethune Dr., Thonotosassa.
Mrs. Barbara T. Johnson,
Odessa.
Mr. Jametrick Devell Pierce,
1005 Papaya Drive.

• Find You ACorner And Make
.Quick Money In ACouple Of •n•••'l!'lll

Harmon

REST HAVEN
MEMORIAL PARK
"A Community Pride".

4615 E. Hanna • Tampa 33610

Spaces • Monuments • Markers
DISCOUNT AVAILABLE

626-2332

2207 21st Ave. • Tampa, FL 33605 • l813J 248-1921
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NOTICE OF 2007 ANNUAL MEETING OF MEMBERS OF
RJS STADIUM CONDOMINIUM ASSOCIATION. INC.

NOTICE OF 2007 ANNUAL MEETING OF
BOARD OF ADMINISTRATION OF
RJS STADIUM CONDOMINIUM ASSOCIATION. INC.

RJS Stadium Condominium Association, Inc. will
hold its Annual Meeting of Members at 3:00 o'clock p.m.

The Board of Administration of RJS Stadium Condominium

on Monday, July 23, 2007, at the offices of the Tampa Sports

Association, Inc. will hold its Annual Meeting of Members at

Authority located at Raymond James Stadium, 4210 North

3:15 o'clock p.m. on Monday, July 23, 2007, at the offices of the

Dale Mabry Highway, Tampa, Florida 33607, for the purpose

Tampa Sports Authority located at Raymond James Stadium,

of electing directors to serve on the Board of Administration of

4210 North Dale Mabry Highway, Tampa, Florida 33607, for the

RJS Stadium Condominium Association, Inc. until the next

purpose of (a) electing officers to serve until the next annual

Weekends & Week Days

......

Part-Time
Need Older Experienced
Person For Housekeeping
And Cooking.
Call 813-650-1395
Need Person To Care For
Elderly People. Must Have
Flexible Hours, CPR, First
Aide And HIV Training

meeting, and (b) considering any other matters that may lawfully

annual meeting.

Please Call

come before the meeting.

(813) 239-3322

Dated at Tampa, Florida this 26 day of June, 2007.
Dated at Tampa, Florida this 26 day of June, 2007.

Commissioned Position

Is/ Henry G. Saavedra

Henry G. Saavedra, President

INVITATION TO BID

Is/ Henry G. Saavedra
Henry G. Saavedra, President

MPLOYMENT

Sealed bids for INSTALLATION OF FIELD LIGHTS FOR THE
SOFTBALL FIELD AT KING HIGH SCHOOL will be received by the
Administrative Assistant
School Board of Hillsborcugh County, Florida in the Office of the .
Supervisor of Purchasing, Third Floor, School Administrative Center,
901 East Kennedy Boulevard, Tampa, Florida until 2:00 PM,
The Early Childhood Council of Hillsborough County, Inc.
Tuesday. July 24. 2007. (The mailing address is P. 0. Box 3408,
(ECC), a 501 (c) 3 nonprofit membership organization, is
Tampa, Florida 33601). Bids will not be accepted after 2:00 PM of
seeking
an Administrative Assistant with strong interpersonal
the above date. Bids will be opened and read aloud in the
and computer skills. Must be able to work independently.
Purchasing Department, located on the third floor of the School
Administrative Center.
Minimum qualification: HS diploma or GED. Prefer AA or
Contractors desiring to bid this project are subject to . an
Encouragement Affirmative Action Plan as identified within the
bidding documents.

on

Tuesday.
There will be a Non mandatory Pre~Bid Meeting
July 17. 10:00 am at King High School. 6815 North 56th Street,
Tampa, FL 33610.
IT IS THE BIDDER'S RESPONSIBILITY TO SEE THAT BIDS ARE
DELIVERED TO THE PURCHASING DEPARTMENT AS REFERENCED ABOVE. BID SECURITY MUST BE SUBMITTED WITH
BID. THERE ARE NO EXCEPTIONS.
NOTICE TO ALL BIDDERS: The School Administrative Center is
a "security" building; therefore, visitors will be required to
obtain a Visitors Pass prior to entering the building. A photo
identification will need tg be presented at this time.
Plans and specifications may be obtained from the Engineer.
Complete information regarding bidding documents and other
information may be obtained from the Engineer:
Engineers of Record
RHC and Associates, Inc.
Box 4505
Tampa, FL 33677 .
Plans and Specifications
(813) 254-0907
(813) 254-0744 (Fax)

Plans and Specifications
Rapid Blueprint
3623 Henderson Blvd.
Tampa, FL 33609
(813) 879-5133
(813) 872-8086 (Fax)

MARYELLEN ELlA
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS

PUBLICATION DEADLINES
TUESDAY EDITION - FRIDAY@ 3:00P.M.
FRIDAY EDITION - TUESDAY@ 3:00 P.M

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATE
$8.00 - 1-20 WORDS AND 50¢ FOR EACH
ADDITIONAL WORD OVER 20
THIS PRICE IS EACH TIME
YOU PUBLISH YOUR AD

1-800-679-7042 Ext. 0252
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Seeking Administrative
Assistant Part-Time
HOURS
2:00p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Some Accounting A Plus

other degree, knowledge of early childhood issues and
community services.

Credlt.union@blble-based.org

Send resume by Thursday, July 19, 2007 to

Or Call 813-964-9696
After 2:00 p.m.

Send Resume To:
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EOE/dfwp

Outside Sales Position Commission Only
Experience working directly with the public. Very important to
be exact and highly accurate in performing this job. Able to
work with little or no supervision, work well with others and
provide personal assistant. Ability to correctly complete all
medical record release forms pertaining to measurements of
orthopedic shoes and a new line of Arthritic products. Answer
questions regarding the company, describe merchandise to
customer, and assist customer with making selections of
products . One sale is equal to $125 an hour. Must have
reliable transportation.
Call 1 .866.425.0007
Or Fax Resume To 1.866.425.0007

No bidder may withdraw his bid for a period of thirty days after date
set for bid opening.
THE SCHOOL BOARD OF
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, FLORIDA

National Financial Services
Mortgage/Real Estate Firm
Seeks Ambitious
Career Minded People
No Experience Necessary

Executive Director
The Early Childhood Council of Hillsborough County, Inc.
(ECC), a 501 (c) 3 nonprofit membership organization, is
seeking a highly qualified Executive Director to guide the
pla·nning, development, and implementation of ECC's
programs and services. Minimum qualifications: Bachelor's
Degree (Master's preferred); 6 years management
experience in early childhood, health; or social services;
knowledge of early childhood issues and policies at local,
state, a~d national levels; demonstrated success in
collaborating with multiple public/private agencies, and
securing grant funding.
Send letter of interest detailing qualifications along
with resume or CV by Thursday, July 19, 2007 to
jobs@achievemanagement.com.
EOE/dfwp

Full-Time Employment
Administrative Services Clerk
Under direction, performs
secretarial and/or e<lerical duties
of an administrative nature 'such
purchasing,
human
as
resources, and fiscal record
keeping; and performs related
duties as required. Candidate
needs good priority setting and
problem solving skills. Must
have good attention to detail
with high degree of accuracy
and
follow
through.
PREFERRED: Two years of
college, and three years of
clerical fiscal record keeping
bookkeeping
experience.
Computer skills and knowledge
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of Excel a must. S~LARY
RANGE: $19.000- $25,000.
FAX Resume To:
(813) 231-7196
No Phone Calls Please
ATTN: 0. S. Williams
The Family Enrichment
Center, Inc.
1002 E Martin Luther King Blvd.
Tampa, Fl 33G03

THE FLORIDA
SENTINEL BULLETIN
THE VOICE OF OUR
COMMUNITY FOR
OVER 62 YEARS
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Up To $43,000
In Unemployment
lnsuarance Available
Government Assistance

Call
800-369-5449
Weekends & Week Days
Part-Time
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Irvin (813) 965-5413
HUD HOMES!
4/3- $199/Monthly!

Call 813-650-1395

5% Down
20 Years- 8%

Now Hiring Full-Time And
Part-Time, Infant and
Toddler Teachers And
Part-Time After School
Teacher. Must Have
Training Hours.

Call (813) 910-4163
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Your Job Is Your Credit
Low Down Payment
Lease 2 Purchase

Need Older Experienced
Person For Housekeeping
And Cooking

Child Care

~
c

HOME OWNERSHIP

PRESS
OPERATOR
NEEDED
A 8 Dick
1 & 2 Color
Experienced
Preferred
Full Time Position

Apply In Person

Palm River
3215 Lancaster Lane
(Off 78th Street)
Rent To Own Lease Option
3 Bedroom/2 Bath
1,600 Square Feet
New Tile, Carpet Kitchen,
Bath & Appliances
$1,175/Monthly
(813) 504-1645
(727) 458-4680

BANK FORECLOSURE!

For Listings
800-366-9783 Ext. H489
Palm River
3215 Lancaster Lane
(Off 78th Street)
3 Bedroom/2 Bath
1,600 Square Feet
New Tile, Carpet Kitchen, ·
Bath & Appliances
$179,900
(813) 504-1645
(727) 458-4680

5205 N. lois Avenue
Tampa, FL 33614

ALL CREDIT WELCOME !!

Work From Home

2, 3, And 4 Bedroom Homes

Newly Renovated
4 Bedroom/2 Bath Home
$1 ,300.00/Monthly
$250.00/Deposit
Section 8 Welcome

Please Call
(813) 382-2718
For More Information

Call1.866.425.0006
Fax Resume
To 1.866.425.0007

NEW WAGE SCALE
CNA'S
Starting Pay
7-3 $10.00$11.00
3-11 $11.00-$12.00
Great Benefits, 401 k
Raise In April
Pleasant, Courteous
Work Environment
LTC Experience Required

Apply In Person .
Delta Health Care
1818 E. Fletcher

1ST TIME HOME BUYERS
MOVE TODAY
813.630.9827

Section 8 Accepted
3/1, CHA, Ceiling Fans W/D
Hook-Up, Utility Room,
Laminate Floors
Large Fence Yard
$1130/Month ly $800/Deposit

4 Bedroom/3 Bath
Foreclosures!
5% Down
20 Years@ 8% APR

Remodeled 3/1
Concrete Block, CHA
$1, 150/Monthly
$600/Deposit
Section 8 Welcome

For Listings
800-366-9783 Ext. R592

call (813rs80-3462

Fairground Area

Progress Village Area
8315 Allamanda Avenue

4 Bedrooms/1% Bath
A/C, Carpet, Tile
$1 ,250.00/Monthly

Call Ed
(727) 542-7283

VI$A, MASTERCA~D, AMERICAN _EXPRESS
AND DEBIT CARD PAYMENT VIA PHONE

3706 N. 55th Street
House for Rent
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
CHA, Fenced Yard
$850.00/Monthly
+Deposit

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Fenced, WDH
Carport + Utility Room
$1,100.00 Monthly
Deposit Negoitable
Section 8 Accepted

1, 2, 3 & 4 Bedroom
Homes Available
Locations All Over Tampa
Low Security Deposits

CALL 813-600-5090
WNW.REALPROPERTYWORX .COM

West Tampa
1514 W. Nassau
(Off Rome Avenue)
Remodeled 3/1
Concrete Block, CHA
$1, 150/Monthly
$600/Deposit
Section 8 Welcome

Call (813) 980-3462

Snow Sun Villas
12301 N. 11th Street
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
$650.DO/Monthly

1 & 2 Bedrooms Available
University Area
Low Security Deposits

3 Bedroom/1 Bath
Very Nice
Available Immediately
$650 .00/Monthly
$650.00/Deposit
Close To Bus Line

Call 813-600-5090
W/WI/.REALPROPERTYWORX.COM

·(813) 248-9072 .

$eminole Heights
Seniors 62+

Never Rent Again!

Now Accepting
Applications For:

Buy 3 Bedroom- $14,000!
5 Bedroom- $56,000! ·

HUD Homes·
Available Now!·' ·

FOR ALL YOUR CLASSIFIED
NEEDS ..... CALL LaVORA

Call 813-220-3633

Or Email
ledwards@flsentinel.com

2 Bedroom/1 Bath Homes

Call (813) 495-7990

2107 34th Street

Section 8 OK

2705 E. Cayuga
& 908 E. Humpli,.Y

Tampa Home For Rent
3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Section 8 Welcome

813-971-0341

@ (813) 248-1921
FAX YOUR ADS 24/7 TO:
(813) 248-921.8

3904 Beechwood Blvd.

1610 Easth 19th Avenue

(813) 451-9624

For Listings
800-366-9783 Ext. 5649

CHA, $750.00/Monthly

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE WE ACCEPT

Call (813) 238-6353

Progress Village

$277/Monthlyl

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
AIC Fenced, Carport,
Washer/Dryer Hookup
Immediate Occupancy
$700. DO/Deposit
$900.00/Monthly
Section 8 Preferred

Must Have Excellent
Rental History

4 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Large Yard, WDH
$890.00/Monthly
$600.00/Deposit

(813) 231-2974
Appointments Only

West Tampa
1514 W. Nassau
(Off Rome Avenue)

3 Bedroom/2 Bath Home
Central A/C, W/W Carpet
WID Hook-Up $700 .00/Per
Month

Grant Park
3417 N. 53rd Street

Progress Village Area
Or Lease Option .
With Cash

2411 East Lake Avenue

Call (813) 621-5410
Or (561) 584-1288

813-767-3185

Interviewing
motivated
persons to ·generate leads
for a medical supply
company on commission
based pay. Each lead is
equal to $25 an hour. Must
be able to describe products
and benefits to a targeted
clientele. Can prove to be
very lucrative for the right
person . Applicant must be
able to work with little or
no supervision.

Condo
Dale Mabry Area

NICE HOUSES 4 RENT

MOVE TODAY ! !
813.630.9827

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
$650.00/Monthly
813-971-0341

Call Tyrone
1-800-890-7639

Call Kenny Rushing
(813) 227-9240

ALL CREDIT WELCOME
5 Bedroom Home
$56,000!
Only $445/Monthly!
5% Down- 20 Years
At 8% APR

Section 8 Welcome

4 Bedroom/2 Bath
Good Area
Section 8 Ready .

2,3,4 BEDROOM HOUSES

Section 8 Special

5/2- 7507 New York Dr.
5/2 - 5709 30th Street

5/1 - $445/Monthly!

For Listings
800-366-9783 X S748

3/1 -1016 14th Ave.

1& 2 Bedroom Apartments
Controlled Access, Library
And Community Room
With Activitie·s
Beautiful Landscaped
Community
Special Accessibility For
Hearing and Sight
· Impaired
Well Served By Public
Transportation
Income Restricted

.Leasing Office @
202 E. Broad Street
The Oaks at Riverview
(813) 231-7700
Oaksatriverview@verizon.net

GET NOTICED
Place Your Ad In The Business Directory
Contact LaVora For More Information

(813) 248-1921

$750.00/Deposit

No Section 8
(813) 453-0123
(813) 979-7038

Or Email
ledwards@flsentinel.com ·
FAX YOUR ADS24/7TO: (813) 248-9218

Gann & Gann Rentals

2226 East 131st Avenue

Apartment For Rent
806 Floribraska East
Tampa, FL 33603

2 Bedrooms/2 Baths WID
Hook-Up, CHA
$675. 00/Monthly
$300.00/Deposit

Phone(813)229~696

Call (813) 244-9335

WNW.REALPROPERTYWORX.COM

Apartment/Duplex
Available NOW
Section 8
tampa Heights 311 Duplex
And 211 Apartment
CHA, WSG Included
WID Hook-ups
Call 813-210-0287
Move In Special
For Section 8 Clients
Snow Sun Villas
12301 N. 11th Street
2 Bedroomsl1 Bath
$650.001Monthly

2 Bedroomsl2 Baths
Located In Brandon
Close To All Convenience
Private Backyard
2 Car Parking
$825.00 Per Month
Section 8 Welcome

4602 North 15th Street
(Between Hillsborough
& MLK Blvd.)
2 Bedroomsl1 Bath
Water & Trash Included
$700.00/Monthly
· First Month Rent + Deposit

Call (813) 966-5760
Available Now
Garden Apartment
2204 E. 132nd Avenue
3 Bedrooml1 Bath
Nice Neighbors
Large Oak Tree Charm
24-Hour Security, CHA .
··
W/D Room
$875.00/Monthly
Includes W/S/G _
$500.00/Deposit
No Pets
Section 8 Welcome
Call Jerry (813) 956-1061

2 Bedrooml1 Bath
Large Kitchen
Close To Downtown
$600. 00/Monthly
$300. DO/Deposit

2 Bedroomsl1 Bath Duplex
Tile Floors, Large Yard
WID Hook-Up

$100 .00 Per Week
+ Deposit, Air Condition
Kitchen Privileges

(813) 230-8968

Call (813) 285-8147

3/1- Duplex
8213 North Marks
2/1 Duplex
Bougainvella Avenue

Room For Rent

2226 East 131st Avenue
2 Bedroomsl2 Baths
WID Hook-Up, CHA
$675.00/Monthly
$300.DO/Deposit
. Call (813) 244-9335

(813) 473-3746
River Pines Apartments
SENIOR CITIZEN
COMMUNITY
Active independent livfng
for 55+, quiet park-like
setting,
shopping,
transportation ,
social
activities, riverfront living .
Efficiencies and 1-bedroom
apartments starting at
$360.00
per
month .
(813) 985-4419

8431 N. 39th Street

(813) 299-5669

Room For Rent

Apartment

813-971-0341

2 Bedroomsl1 Bath
Upstairs Apartment
Central Heat & Air
$650.001Rent
$350.00/ Deposit

Section 8 Perferred

Call (813) 224-9040

USF Area
Studios
$425.00/Monthly
Lofts
$505.00/Monthly
Immediate Occupancy
CALL 813-977-3401

Tampa Heights Duplex

6213-A N. 47th Street
Tampa, FL 33610
2 Bedrooms, CHA
$500.00/Deposit
$795.001Rent
Section 8 Welcome
(813) 626-0331
Section 8 Special

2 Bedroom/1 Bath , CHA,
Water Included
Section 8 OK
Rental Reference Required
Call (813) 377-9719
Duplex- Busch Area
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
WID Hook-up
Refurbished Kitchen
Section 8 Welcome
Great Deal
Call (813) 261-7538
Or (813) 503-0493
Apartment/Duplex
Available NOW
Section 8
Tampa Heights 3/1 Duplex
And 2/1 Apartment
WID Hook-ups

813-971-0~41

Section 8
2 Bedroom Duplex
_ $750.001Monthly
+Deposit
Call (813) 980-1229
I

USF Area Duplex
1 Bedroom/1 }8ath
New Tile & Paint
New Appliances
$600. DO/Monthly
+ Security Deposit
Section 8 Ok
(813) 263-6460

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATE
$8.00 - 1-20 Words And
- 50¢ For Each Additional Word Over 20
This Price Is Each Time
You Publish Your Ad

, PUBLICATION DEADLINES:
Tuesday Edition ---- Friday @ 3:00 P.M.
Friday Edition ---- Tuesday @ 3:00 P.M.
FAX YOUR ADS24/7TO: (813) 248-9218
·Or Emailledwards@flsentinel.com

Grant Park
3416 North 55th Street
2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Duplex
$675.001Monthly
$500.00/Deposit
Call (813) 359-7528
Or (813) 627-0482
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$125 .00 Per Week
+ Deposit, Air Condition
Kitchen Privileges
Call (813) 802-4930
I,

1206 E. MLK Blvd.
Rooms For Rent

Call (813) 264-9660
Gisela

Single Male Preferred

Duplex
10120 North 11th Street

Call 813-210-0287
2 Bedroomsl1 Bath
$650.00/Monthly

Very Nice, Spacious,
Quiet Property
Section 8 Only
$0 Deposit

.....

0

Call (813) 963-0703
Only A Few Left
Efficiencies
East Osborne Ave Area
Ideal For Fixed Income
Furnished, Clean, Private
Utilities, A/C, WID
Security System ·
$125.00/Weekly

Large Living Room, Cable,
Lights, And Water Included
· $225.00 Weekly
$200.00 Deposit
Phone (813) 915-9406
5709 East 30th Street

$110.00/Rent
$11 0.00/Deposit
No Drugs Or
Illegal Activities Allowed

Room For Rent
55 Years And
Older Preferred
- $120.00/Weekly
$120.00/Deposit

Call Tyrone
1-800-890-7639

m

3104 E. MLK Blvd.
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c

Rooms For Rent
Males Preferred
$500.00 Per Month
·Includes Electric And Water

r-

Furnished Room For Rent
·Very Clean
Central Air And Heat
$125.00/Weekly
$125.001Deposit

3 Bedroomsl2 Bath
New Paint/Tile
3 Units
Available Now
$1,200 Moves You In!

Fully Furnished Large
Room
$125.00 Weekly
$110.00 Deposit
Cable Access
Utilities Included
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Call (813) 784-0508
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2928 N. 18th Street

-i

Room For Rent
55 Years And
Older Preferred
$120.00/Weekly
$120.00/Deposit

Tampa Heights Area

(404) 839-4629

m

r1

Call (813) 231-2023

Duplexes
8603 And 8605 N. 15th s·t

~-

z

Fully Remodeled Rooms
For Rent
$120.00- Weekly

Call Mike
(813) 770~2266
2928 N. 18th Street

~
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Call (813) 789-3574
Christian Person Has
Rooms For Rent
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Call (813) 231-2023
Just Like Home
Leave Message
Immediate Response
First Week Rent + Security
$100.00- $150.00/Weekly
Furnished And Unfurnished
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(813) 319-5646

813-766-7540
Phone (813) 236-4816
Grant Park
3413-B 53rd Street
2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Washer/Dryer Provided ·
Security Bars, Fans
$725.00 /Month
$72_?.~0 Deposit
Call 813-505-7266

Rooms For Rent
Furnished
Kitchen Facilities
Single Males Preferred
Drug Free Area

Room For Rent With ' River
View, And Private Bath
Mature Christian Female
Preferred, Must Be
Employed
$140.00/Weekly
+Deposit .
Includes Utilities

Phone (813) 247-3581
Or (813) 965-5931

Call (813) 927-2878
'

LEGAL ADVERTISEMENTS -- EMPLOYMENT ·
HOMES FOR SALE/RENT --- APARTMENTS --- DUPLEXES
ROOMS FOR RENT --- BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
.
LEASE OPTIONS, ETC;
ADVERTISE IT IN THE FLORIDA SENTINEL BULLETIN
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Rooms For Rent
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Nice And Clean
CHA, Drug Free
$125.00/Weekly
$125.00/Deposit

cCJ)
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Truck For Sale

$5001 Police Impounds!
Hondas, Chevys, Acuras,
Toyotas, Etc.- From $500!

Call (813) 624-8540

1994 Ford F160
6 Cyl, A/C, Auto, CD
Ready To Work
@ $1200 O.B.O.

Room For Rent

(813) 650-4857

$100.00 Per Week
+ Deposit, Air Condition
Kitchen Privileges
C~ll

(813) 285-8147

Room For Rent
2409 19th Avenue

c~

Older Man Or Woman
Working Or Retired
Preferred

0:::

LL.

Phone (813) 247-4334
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Rooms For Rent
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Quiet building at
2913 N. 15th Street
Near three bus lines.
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John (813) 241-6144
Or Henry (813) 684,-3492

>
w

Efficiency

w

Private Bath
Nice - Quiet Area
Mature Male Preferred
$175.00/Weekly +Deposit
Includes Utilities
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Rooms For Rent
Furnished .
Kitchen Facilities
Single Male.s Preferred
Drug Free Area .

w

Phone (813) 247-3581
Or (813) 965-5931

~
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East Jackson Heigl)ts
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Serious Inquires ONLY!
Please Call
(813) 495-7990

Fully FurnishedLarge Rooms ·
$125.00 Weekly
$110.00 Deposit
. · CHA, Cable Access
Utilities Included
Phone (8~3) 236-4816
Near Fair Groun~s
Clean Furnished Room
Central Air/Heat
· Alcohol And Drug Free
Environment
$150.00/Weekly
$150.00 Deposit

Bonded & Insured

Police Impounds And Repos
• Available Now!
Cars Trucks And SUVs
For Listings
800-366-9813 Ext. 9398

I !i

I

• Find You ACorner And Make Quick
Monev In ACouple· 01 Hours!
cost

Prollt

$5.00

$2.50

$10.00

$5.00

$15.00

$7.50

$20.00
$25.00

$10.00
$12.50

$50.00

$25.00

$100.00

$50.00.

$200.00

~~~~--------

$100.00

22072151 Ave. ·Tampa, Fl33605
. [8131 248-1921

VD'S

Repairs, Upgrades,

We Will Convert
Your Personal
VHS Tapes To DVD
$10.00 Each
Cassette Tapes To CO's
$5.00 Each

MAKE YOUR NEXT
VACATION OR
FAMILY
CELEBRATION
A CRUISE
CALL GLORIA FOR
GREAT RATES !!!!!

813-973-1080
www.thesunandfuncruises.com

ONLY- $24.95
No Hidden - CHARGES!
call (813) 325-4330

. Lawanda Lock
Fami'.Y Home Daycare·
Infants, Toddlers
Pre-Schoolers
After-Schoole.rs
Enrolling Now!!!
Call (813) 248-54J2
FTA #430902

THE FLORIDA SENTINEL BULLETIN
THE VOICE OF OUR
COMMUNITY FOR OVER 62 YEARS

*
*
*
*
*

All Your Electrical Needs
Free Estimates
Lighting .
Wiring
Circuit Breakers
Call Marcus Smalls
(813) 625-6699
Lie #470392

FREE DENTAL

Adults & Children
Cleanings, Fillings

Never Rent Again!

Extractions

Buy 3 Bedrooms $14,000!
5 Bedrooms $56,000!

813-- 980-9070

HUD Homes
Available Now!
For Listings
800-366-9783 Ext. 5490
DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSE!

DNA Paternity Testing
Legal or personal testing
available . ·· Results in ju'st
in Tampa.

HILDCARE

POWER-ONE
ELECTRICAL SERVICES

* Convenient Service

. 3 DAYS . No· Collection Fees

Cars From $29/Monthly!
36 Months
@8.5%APR
police Impounds

ledwards@flsentlnel.com

Top Notch
Computer Service

Call (813) 285-4674

1-3 Rooms

~

Call Speed
(813) 988-4575

Same Day Service

soo-36s:9a13 Ext. 1<456

w

cleaninginanlnstance@yahoo.com

Call Tony
(813) 695-7813

$0 Down!

. Email Your Ads ·

Call Sharon
(813) 650-5607
Or (813) 802-4047

"Service You Can Trust"

C.C.'s Carpet Cleaning

co
...

*Bridal Parties
* Prom Dresses
*Home Coming Dresses
*Minister & Church Robes
*Alterations
You Design It We Make It
& Much More

Virus Control And More

Call (813) 770-4658

For Listings

We Take Our Time
And Clean It Right

Are You Looking For A
Professional Dress Maker?

97' Pontiac Grand Am
$450!

Call (813) 927-2.878

i=

_,w
_,

2000 Black
Mercedes ML430
79,000 Miles, Fully Loaded
Great Condition

For Listings Call
800-366-9813 Ext. 3695

Cleaning In An Instance

NO BLOOD!

We ,BuyFor.closure Hor:nes
, - Cash In 3 Days
.

.

'

See : Our Full Page Ad In
The Florida $entinel. ,

Payment options available

'NWW. rehabbe~ssuper::.tor~ : com

http ://d natesti ngsolutio n s. com

(813} 227-9240

DNA Testing Solutions
11972 N. Florida Avenue
(813) 915-0000

Fax Your Ads
24 HRS .
TO (813) 248-9218

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATE
$8.00- 1-20 WORDS And 50¢ FOR
EACH ADDITONAL WORD OVER 20 ·
THIS PRICE IS EACH TIME
YOU PUBLISH YOUR AD
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE WE AC~EPT VISA
MASTERCARD, . AMERICAN EXPRESS
AND DEBIT CARD PAYMENTS VIA PHONE

----------------------------------------------------------------------------~~
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Landlords/Property
Owners
Private Investor Has
Immediate Cash
For Your Home Or
Commercial Building

SPIRIT

~-<

c...

"We Do Best For Less"

Roach Problem?

MAC DADDY
Lawn Service

We Rid Your Home
Of Roaches And
They Stay Gone!
Live Roach FREE

Hauling And Clean-Up
Phone (813) 245-9761

Irvin (813)965-5413
For_real_ about_realestate_llc@yahoo. com

LOAN

(813) 224-0948
Double Money
Back Guarantee

Avoid Foreclosure
Behind On Payments?
Save Your Credit!
We Can Help
Call Today
(813) 728-4182

Need Money?
Law Suit Pending
Car Accidents
Wokers Compensation
Slip & Fall
Get Money In 2-3 Days
No Credit Check
Call (813) 298-4370
Or (813) 270-9874
Licensed

HANDYMAN
NEEDS WORK !!

H And T Masonry
Remodeling,
Sidewalks, Patios,
Carpentry, Drywall,
Cer"mic Tile; And Plumbing
Call Eli (813) 325-4643
Lie #022650

A-1 Maintenance

Painting, Trash Hauling
Tree Trimming
Yard Cleaning/Mowing
We Remove All Metals!!!
813.621.9447

Sage Properties
Group, LLC
Cash In 3 Days
For Your House
Ready To Sell Promptly

Tile, Room & Bathroom
Additions, Windows, Doors,
Remodeling & Much More.
Call (813) 417-5863

Call Floyd
813~727 -6728
Save Your Home Today!
Real Estate Investors
"Buy Homes From
SELLERS IN
FINANCIAL
TROUBLE"
;"":. ,
.'
::· ··.
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We Help With
Financing Too! ,
Irvin (813) 965-5413

Behind On Your Mortgage?
Need Cash?

,, ,;~ "'· !?~t9. C.redit!_

.. . .· ·
. NO PROBLEM!!!!
Call Lyoniel
(813) 892-3870

For_real_ about_rea testate_llc@yahoo.com

JUNK CARS
WE BUY JUNK CARS
AND TRUCKS
CALL J.R.
(813) 966-3501
We Will Buy Your
Junk Cars, Trucks .
. And Vans
Call Penny
(813) 621-0:163
Wanted Dead Or Alive
Unwanted Cars
And Trucks.
We Pay Cash! · ·
We Will Come To You
·Phone (813)

Short Sale Specialist
Attn: Home Buyers Are you 3 or
more payments behind on your
mortgage? With your permission
I'd like to negotiate a short sale
with your lender for a total pay off
and satisfaction of all that you
owe, leaving you free and clear of
all judgments and foreclosure.
Attn: Rea,Jtors. Are you finding it
difficult to lisUsell homes that are
to close to the auction date,
homes that are over leveraged, or
where the. borrower is in eminent
default? By working together we
can ·attemp~ to solve this problem
and
save
the
borrower
from foreclosure .
Call (813) 628-8063
Or email:
doffmeyer@gmail.com
forcclo!>urc. it is totally up to the tender
excepting our shor1 sale olfer.

Call For Appointment
(813) 567-1429

Discount Movers

For Junk Cars, Trucks
Vans And Motorcycles
Running Or f\jot

CommerCial Or
Residental Moves
Lowest Rate Guaranteed!!!
Delivery Services
Available Also
. Call 285-4674
For More Details

PUBLICATION DEADLINES:
Tue.sday Edition Friday @ 3:00 P.M.
Friday Edition Tuesday@ 3:00P.M.
Fax Y:our Ads 24 HRS.TO (813) 248-9218
Or Email ledwards@flsentinel.com

WARNING!!!!!
Since running my "3 Days Cash
For Your Home" ad there have
been reports of other copy-cat
real estate investors trying to
manipulate people with empty
offers of quick cash and fast
closings.
There are few
legitimate Tampa companies
t'hat can honor such offers .
Rehabbers Superstore is the
real deal. Before you lose
any value in your home ask
the investor to provide
the following :
1) References : Ask to talk with

people who have recently sold
them their home. ·
2) Proof of Funds: Ask them to

prove they have the cash to
close quickly. Many investors
use a "Quick Cash - Fast
Closing" tactic to get you to sign
on the line, then they run
around town trying to find .
someone to buy their contract.

3) Occupational License: Are
they legitimate? Ask for a copy
of their occupational license.
At the Rehabber's Superstore
we have the cash to buy, and
we can close all deals in 3 days.
More importantly, we can
provide you with our
credentials. See our full page ad in
the Florida Sentinel to learn
more, or visit our website at:
www.rehabberssuperstore.com

(813) 227-9240
Kenny Rushing

. $5 OFF
Mondays & Tuesdays

Cash In 3 Days For Your
Vacant
Lands,
Lots
Or Acreage ..
See. Our Full Page Ad In
The Florida Sentinel.
www.rehabberssuperstore.com

(813) 227-9240

Kinky Twists - $95.00
Corn Rows- $25.00 & Up
Dreds- $30 .00
Flat Twist- $35.00
. Sew Ins- $85 .00
Micro's - $99.00 & Up

SPIRITU-AL READINGS

lf13! fl·llhl I '·'Mil

Identify Problems, Discover
Situations And Set Goals That
Will Turn )'our Life Around,
Towards God ..

Phone (813) 727-6728
· Landlords/Property
Owners
Private Investor Has
Immediate CA$H For Your
Home Or Commercial
Building
Irvin (813) 965-5413
·SUPPORT THE
FLORIDA SENTINEL
ADVERTISERS
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Known Around The World
As The Best! If I Can't Help
You It Can ' t Be Done .
Specializing In Court Cases,
Jinx Removal From The
Body, Restores Health,
Happiness, Peace, Love ,
And Finances.

~

Remember "With God All
Things Are Possible".

The Ramada Inn
11714 Morris Bridge Road
Tampa, Florida
(813) 985-8525
Come And Be Blessed,
Father Samuel Is The Best!
July 13th & 14th
Meet Me There

TELEPHON
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EMERGENCY
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Jacks $25.00 & Up
Phones · - Fax - Cable
· Wiring Repair
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(813) 850-5947
24-Hour Service ..
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Trash Cleanup, Tree Trimming
And Removal, Or Any Other
Hauling. Cheapest Rates ~
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DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSE!

Cash In 3 Days
For Your House

~
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Call (813) 285-4674

Unisex Braids
Hair Cuts & Styles

Kina's
Hair Braiding Shop
(813) 359-7065

c

Jamaican West Indian
Father Samuel
2121 W. Colonial Drive
Orlando, Florida 32804
407-841-2787

No Job Too Big Or Small ·
Including Furniture Removal

Xscapes Salon & Spa
1214 East Busch Blvd.
(813) 932-2616

Don't Be Fooled
By Others

We Pay "TOP" $CASH$

'Phone (813) 695-2438

Micros Short Hair
$65
Micros Long Hair
$85
Body Plaits
$95
Corn Rows
$1 0~$45
Weaves
$45 $6£

DlscLiimer: We make no promtses thai every home can

bC saved from

385~7713

We Pick Up Any
Junk Metal For FREE!

M!ti•l ~
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Real Estate Investors
Buy Homes From SEf!ler~
In Financial Trouble
We Help With ·
Financing Too! .:· ·
(813) 965-5413 Irvin
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Sage Properties
Group, LLC

Sister Harvey
(813) 249-1199
.(813) 500-0807
Healer Advisor
The Lady Of Miracles
I Guarantee To Help Out
Where Others Failed. I Help
In All Problems. I Help With
Love, Nature, & Money
Problems.. Help In 3 Days.
Call
No'w . For
Your
Guaranteed Luck Number &
Hand. Call Now & Be Lucky
& Healthy.
Sister Ida
1-800-780-4772

.

c
~

Need to Sell Your House? ·
Cash Deals ~n 3 Days! .·
www.sellpromptly .com
Call Floyd 813-727-6728
The Moment
You Don't Want It

we ook:.

Any ·Holise ·
Any Situation
Any Condition
(813) 965-5413
Irvin
DON'T LET THOSE
OTHERGUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSEl
Cash In 3 Days ·
For Y·our tiouse
See Our Full Page Ad In
The Florida Sentinel.
.
.'
www.rehabberssuperstore·.com

(813) 227-9240
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WHIDDEN BROWN P.L.
•
•
•
•
•

ATTORNEY AT lAW
• Personal Injury
• Wrongful Death
• Criminal Law

ALL FELONIES
ALL MISDEMEANORS
DUI
VOP's
DRUG CRIMES

•
•
•
•
•

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
MIAMI - TAMPA

DRIVER'S UCENSE ISSUES
ALL PERSONAL INJURY CASES
DIVORCE
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
MODIFICATIONS

.Fr
audffhefl
I}omicideNiolent
Crime

Sex Q[[eoL•es
DUI/1\Ul

3111 W. Dr. M.L KING BLVD. STE. 100, TAMPA, FL 33607
Se rving Hillsborough. Pasco and He rnando County

(813)

272 • 2200

t\ pjh.'~1 1 ~·

.U50
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. 402 East 7th Avenue, Tampa, FL 33602

Free lnfonnation Conceming_Qualifications & Experience Available Upon Reyu<·st.llw. lli ri ng Of An
Allomey Is An Important DeC!S!Oil lll!lt Should Not Be. Based Solely Upon.Advertis.:·ments. Before You
·· · .' : ,
· . '.Deetde. Ask Us To SendYou Free Written lnfonloation.
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ATTORNEY

State and Federal

Drug Offm•es

CALLI (813) 454-4189
AVAILABLI! 2417 I CONSULTAnONS AVAILABLI

221-1800

Criminal Defense

Bond Molimts
Proba ti on Violalion.li

ATTORNEY -

BONDSMAN

• Bond Motions
• Felony • Misdemeanors
• Traffic • Warrants • VOP
• Personal Injury
3111 W. MLK Ste. 100 Tampa, FL

~
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(813) 774-1800
UiJ
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State & Fed. W. C. Claims
* Certified by Michigan State University
*All Job-Related Injuries
.*. Change Treating Physicians
* Collect Ba~I~Pay
* Hostile Worl< Environment
* W.C. / Race Discrimination
ATTY RODERICK F01tD
FREE CONSULTATION!

(813) 223-1200

(Except For Pure Title VII Cases)

220 E. Madison Street • Suite 1207, Tampa, FL 33602
o( a I 11""'Y~ r is l:l ll important decision that s hould n ot be b astd
11sk us to sen d
fr ee written infor nulfion Abou t ou r

·
Before you
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ATTOR~EYS&
Cou~sELORS

AT LAW
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1112 E. Kennedy Blvd .
Tampa, FL 33602
info@jjhlaw.net

PERSONAL INJURY I WILLS & ESTATES
BUSINESS I REAL ESTA.TE I MEDIATION

Place A
Florida Sentinel
Newsrack In Great Places
18131 248·1921
Ask For Keith ·

FREDDIE WILSON
Managing General Agent

5006 E. Broadway
Cell (813) 300-9107 ·
John 3:16
For God so loved the world, that He gave
his only begoHen Son, that whosoever
believeth in him should not perish, but have
everlasting file.

Th e hirin g of a lawyer is an import an1 decision and shou ld not be based upon actevertisements.
Before you decide, ask us to send you free written in forma tion alJout our qualifi cation and experi ence.

BONDSMAN

BAIL BONDS
Courteous
& Confidential

24 Hour
Dependable Service
3414 E. 7th Ave., Tampa

HOME·BASED
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

"Wealth From Home,
Wealth By Faith,
Then Works"

Charles Russell
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JOYNER & JORDAN-HOLMES 813.229~9300
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Visit us on-line atoWW\'o!.FORDLAW.ORC. (Former lf.S. Army JACC Attorney)
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ATTORNEY
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chuckgreene@hotm ai l.com ~

The hirinG ~· ~ alawyn fl. :an inl(":orunt .l_ecisi··n lhal !ih..oU ~!

u..

(813) 248·9229
I

Presentations Are Every 2nd
And 4th Monday At The
Holiday Inn Express, 510
Grand Regency Blvd.
Brandon

BONDSMAN

GEORGE E. SHAW
BAIL BONDS

Hillsborough County
(813) 247-5092
Polk County
328 Dorsett Ave. • (863) 678-0772
Lake Wales, FL 33853
Toll Free 1-877-437-2663

Call (813) 248-1921

Ask For Keith

DEBORA HOWARD &
FIRSf LADY CARROL PI RANT ..

For Additional Information
Call Debora @ 417-6654
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Orient Road Child Care ~">:~,(-:·
Development Center /i;;~~~}~;t)

'Beautifi!1fats
On Safe l}(owJll

5708 Orient Road •

.t412 LURLINE CIRCLE* TAMPA, FL
(813) 325~7368 * maryhufftl@yahoo.com · ·

......

630·1772 ~/-Q:/?:::=-~t:~;f~~~

6:30 A.M. -6:30 P.M. • Mon. -Fri.

*********

Church Group Discounts

Lie. #593575731
1 • Pre·k
After Schoolers
Breakfast, Lunch & Snacks

HAIR SALON

IRS CONSULTANT

FOBIIEB
IRS AlENT!!!
All IRS Matters
Over 20 Years Experience

B. E. Mcintosh, LLO
Enrolled Age11t

MORTGAGE

HAIR SALON

I Act As
Your Power OfAttomey
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Ucensed Mortg~ge Broker

400 E. Dr. MLK Blvd • Ste. 103 • Tampa, FL 33603 • E-mail: yolandalntpaOaol.com

(813) 223-6151 (ofc) • (813) 546-3926 (eel
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YOLANDA Y. ANTHONY

;~-;m FHANAICONVENTIONAL LOANS

PEST CONTROL
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•DEBT CONSOLIDATION • REFINANCING

@
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Will Negotiate For You

. • GOOD, BAD OR NO CREDIT
• NO APPLICATION FEE
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And
• FIRST TIME HOME BUYERS
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Fax: 813-984-8324

tD

E-Mail:
macmcintosh@'.vorldnet.att.net
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PODIATRIST
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Allied Pest Services Access Foot Care Office & Home Service
~IE:Od BElt I-Ll' EST CO:'\TROL ASSOC.
"SERVIi\G TA~I!'A BAY rOR OVER 25 YEARS"
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:;: Fungal Skin Infections/Fungal Nails
.-r:: Ingrown Nails
'''' Wound Care
\1'~ Heel Pain
Gt: Bunions I Hammered Toes
..,..., Diabetic Shoes I Socks I Orthotics
~:·~· Most Insurance~ Accepted
\JV Commitment To Excellence .

Dry Wood Termite
J,,;.
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Contact Us For Easy, Affordable Access To A Podiatrist:
www.AccessFootCare.com

1-866-435FOOT (866-435-3668)
Town-N-Country • 6101 Webb Road • Suite 309
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WE BUY HOUSES
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"The Yoice of Our Community . ·..,_,........
· - Speaking for Itse(f"

S.ag.e Prope.rties__Group
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._J813)'248-1921 ·

Facing Foreclosure?
Payments Behind?
Need To Sell Fast?
Call On Floyd to Help
He Will Keep it Real
Cash for Your House
Internet - www.SeiiProm tl .com

'711e Voice

_

of
,Qur Conununity
Speaking .ft.n· Itse(f"

(813) 248-1921
.
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Boy All Smiles
After Air Duct Ordeal

CINCINNATI -- Omarion Horne was all smiles Friday,
one day after he fell into an air conditioner vent and became
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Firefighters knocked a hole in a wall to free the 4-year-old at
the Northside home.
"He found out that my son was trapped in this pipe in this
wall, and he heard him - he was still conscious - and he just
start bashing the wall out," said Rodney Horne, the boy's
father.
Omarion was playing hide-and-seek with some other children and pulled off a grate that covered the duct pipe.
The lanky child climbed into the pipe and slid down into it,
becoming trapped.
.
"I was just kicking and moving and saying, 'Help me,"'
Omarion said.
Firefighters pulled the pipe out of the wall and laid it down on
the floor, said the boy's mother.
"(They) pulled this side out first (and) all we could see was his
legs," said Sheritta Wilson. "They lifted this side up first,
(and) they told him to stay still and started pulling this side
out."
Rescue workers· gave Omarion oxygen and transported him
to a hospital, where he wa~ treated for cuts and bruises.

NAACP To Bury 'N' Word
During Convention

11.

DETROIT ..:.__ The NAACP will symbolically bury the N-word
Monday.
The burial in downtown ,Detfoit and a 2008 presidential can~i
date forum will highlight the civil rights organization's annual
:::» convention which begins tomorrow.
m More than 8,ooo people are expected to attend.
...:. NAACP Board Chair Julian Bond says the organization's
w
z youth are taking-the lead in fighting the use of the N-word and
j:
racial and sexist slurs.
z other
w The issue has gruned prominence following talk show host Don
en Imus' derogat_ory on-air comments in April about members of
cc the Rutgers UniversitY women's basketball team.
0
All Democratic presidentialcandidates and Republican Rudy
0 Giuliani have confirnied participation in next Thursday's forum.
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Pollee Make Arrest In
Fatal Westside Shooting

Black Teen
Convicted
In Beating Of
White Student
JENA, La. - A black teenager
who once faced attempted murder and conspiracy charges in
the beating of a white schoolmate amid growing racial tension at their high school was
convicted Thursday on lesser,
but still serious, felony charges.
After the attempted murder
charges were reduced by a
prosecutor earlier this week, an
all-white six-member jury
. found Mychal Bell, 17, guilty
of the new charges: aggravated
second-degree battery and conspir~cy to commit aggravated
second-degree battery. Those
charges could lead to a sentence of more than 20 years for
Bell, who would have faced
decades more in prison on the
attempted murder counts.
"The appellate court now gets
a chance to set this right,"
defense attorney Blane
Williams said.
Sentencing was set for July
31.
Once the verdict was read,
Bell's family and the family cf
beating victim Justin Barker,
also 17, remained quiet. After
court was recessed, Bell's
father, Marcus Jones, rushed
angrily from the courtroom and
slammed a door. Deputies
detained in the courthouse
lobby briefly but released amid
pleas from his family.
Bell was among six blacks
arrested in the Dec. 4 beating of
Barker. The initial attempted
murder charges filed against
Bell and four others drew
widespread attention and
protests that the charges were ·
out of proportion to the crime.
Prosecutors have not said why
they reduced Bell's charges
Monday or whether they will
also reduce the same charges
against four other teens
accused in the beating. Charges
against the sixth teen have not
been made public because of
·
his age.

on the city's Westside, the
Jacksonville Sheriff's Office
announced the arrest of a man
suspected in the slaying.
The shooting took place
Saturday afternoon in the 1200
block of La Belle ·street.
Police said 21-year-old
Tyrone Scriven and 35-year.-old Alexis Taylor got into an
aTgument at an apartment
complex when Scriven started
shooting.
Taylor died as paramedics
rushed him to an area hospital.
Scriven is charged with
murder.
1YRONE SCRIVEN
At a first-appearance hearJACKSONVILLE -- Hours ing on Sunday, Scriven was
after a man was shot to death ordered held without bond.

Man Charsiecl In Slaying Of
14-Year-Oid Savannah Girl
Police have arrested a man
and charged him in the June 8
shooting death of a 14-year-old
girl who was waiting for friends
at the restaurant where he
worked.
Savannah-Chatham Police
had originally believed that a
handgun that had been lying
on the counter had been accidentally fired.
But evidence returned from
the GBI Crime Lab Friday
showed that the gun had not
discharged because of a defect, .
police said. That, in addition
with other evidence, led police
to arrest Kevin Williams, 19,
and charge him with the murder of India Boston.
According to police, Boston
was shot in the face about 7:30
p.m. on June 8 at a neighborhood restaurant where she was
a regular and knew many of the
employees. She was transported to Memorial Health
University Medical Center,
where she was pronounced

KEVIN WILLIAMS
dead shortly after arriving.
Police had initially released
Williams after the shooting,
pending further investigation.
He surrendered to detectives at
Savannah police headquarter
shortly before 2 p.m. Friday.
He was being held without
bond until his arraignment on
·
Monday.
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·"The .Voice of Our Community
SpeakinRfor Itself"
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AMERICA' S FOREMOST SEi\11-WEEKLY

(813) 248-1921
Name: ~~----------------------------Mailing Address: _______ City:_
· _ __
State:_ Zip: _ _
Chc40nc

6 M,onths ~ $44

l Year-$871

Mail Or Bring Payment To:
2207 E. 21st Aye., Tampa, FL 33605
Cash • Money Orders • Credit Cards Only!

Margarita .Nunez, M.D ..
Board Certified Internist/Geriatrician
Conducting clinical research for 10 years
Comprehensive NeuroScience, Inc.
9887 4th Street North, Suite 200-St. Petersburg, Florida 33702

CRIME NEWS

Suspect Arrested
·In Club Shooting
On June 29th, Shivago
Reeves, 24, and Charles
Griffith, 26, got into an
altercation with a man at
the Thirsty Turtle Bottle
club on West Waters
Avenue .
.During 'the altercation, the
suspect pulled a gun and
shot Reeves and Griffith.
Reeves was hospitalized
with non-life threatening
injuries, and Griffith was
listed in critical condition..
· Tl.J.e suspec::t fled after .the
shooting, but authorities
were told he went by the
nickname of"Lucky."
On July 5th, the Hillsborough County Sheriffs Office
identified arid arrested 32year-old
Wenceslas ·
Aurelien in connection with
the attempted murder of the

1\)

""""

.. LUIS LE . FRANC

WENCESLAS AURELIEN

·two men. .
.
.t\ureHen: is currently
being ·held qn a bo)1d of
$50,000 for two counts of
attempted murder.

Suspect Attacks Former
Girlfriend With Gun

Tampa Police have arrested
and charged ·a woman trying
to strike a man with a
machete Sunday.
· Betty Jo Miller, 37, faces
charges of aggravated
assault with a deadly weapon
and aggravated battery with
a dead weapon after the incident.
·
Police said Miller swung a
machete repeatedly at a man,
who attempted to protect
himself by blocking the blows
with a baby stroller.
Police said Miller did
strike the man on the fore. arm, but he had no visible
inj1,1ries.
Miller was taken to jail
and later released after posting a $9,750 bond.

Family Files
Wrongful Death
Suit In Shooting

TARVARIS JONES

firearm, aggravated staiking, possession of a stolen
firearm, and being a felon in
possession of a firearm.
Heart was treated and
reieased from a local hospital.

:Mail· FaCei· Child

Neglect• Charges
At 2 a.m. Friday, ,Tampa
Police report a man left his
8-year-old :daughter in their
apartment· without supervision for 1-112 hours.
Several witnesses contacted police and reported the
young girl was in the parking lot screaming for her
father because she was
scared.
'!'he child's father responded to the apartment after
'several phone calls and was
·arrested.
Police charged~ Derrick
Davidson, 26, with child
neglect. The child's grand-

2 Men Charged With c..
Stealing Cement Mixer c::~
From Construction Site 9
0
0

/

Tampa Police arrested a
man Thursday night aftE:r he
allegedly attacked a woman.
with a handgun.
At 8:50 p.m., police said
Tarvaris Jones, 39, confronted his ex-girlfriend, .
Lataslia Nicole H~~rt, at·
22nd Street and Sligh
Avenue.
Afte he allegedly knocked
the won1an to the ground,
police said Jones struck her
in the face and on the body
with · a handgun. During the
attack, Jones accidentally
.shot himself in the hand. ·He
fled after the attack.
Officers arriving at the
scene said Jones tried to
discard the gun when they
approached him. He was
then arrested.
Jones was charged with.
aggra.v ated battery with a

Woman Charged
In Machete
Attack

DERRICK DAVIDSON·

ST. PETERSBURG - Family
members
of
Jarrell
Walker, 19, are
suing Deputy
Christopher
Taylor
and
Pinellas County
Sheriff
Jim WALKER
Coats for his shooting death
April 12, 2005.
. walker was shot. by
·Taylor in his home during a
drug investigation. His fami. ly claims Taylor used excessive force against Walker
apd committed wrongful
·death.
According to sources, the
suit alleges Walker's rights
to due process and protection
fro_m unreasonable searches ·
and seizures were violated. It
asks for unspecified compensatory and punitive damages,
·attorney fees and other relief
the court may find appropri-ate.
The Pinellas-Pasco State
Attorney's Office ruled the
shooting justified late last
year. The U. S. Department
of Justice ruled Taylor did
not violate Walker's civil
_rights in the incident.
·

U_ncle Sandy

"A man's dreams 3; 5, 7, 11are
15, 17, 21, 25 an Index to 27,
29, 31, 33 his greatness."

mother responded to the·
scene and took custody of .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.,_........
her.

Tampa Police arrested and tact with two men .in the
charged two men Thursday vehicle, they report neither
night with the attempted could explain why they were·
theft of a cement mixer.
· inside the site~ . Officers then
According to the report, at questioned the pair about·
11:56 pm., two officers spqt- the cement mixer attached to
ted a vehicle with its head- the back
their vehic1e
lights off within the . con- Both men invoked their
struction site of the new rights and were arrested~ ·
District III Tampa· Police
Charged with ·trespassing
Station at 3808 North 22nd on a construction site were
Street.
Luis Le Franc, 39, .and
When officers made con- Pedro MenocaL 31.
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Teenager Stabbed At
Little League· Park
On Sunday at 3 p.m., described as a white Nissan
.Tampa Police were called to a pickup truck. The driver fled
West Tampa Little League with the suspect and was
baseball field at Spruce Street chased by several witnesses
and North Jamaica Street.
·in their vehicles. Police said
When police arrived, they the witnessesJost the vehicle
were
told .
Joshua in the area ofMacDUl, Avenue
Fernandez, 16, and another and I-275. One ..?"Jtness was
teenager had gotten into a able to get a tag ntf'mber.
physical altercation in front
Fernandez is reported to
of the concession stand. be in critical, but stable conDuring the altercation, the clition at a local hospital.
suspect allegedly pulled a
The suspect is described as
knife
and
stabbed
a
Hispanic
male, 5'8" tall with
Fernandez several times
a medium build, black short
and fled.
· The suspect was seen get- '"'air, and. a nicely trimmed
ting into an awaiting vehicle
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CASH IN 3 DAYS FOR YOUR HOUSE!
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.:;rhe Rehabber's Superstore will
submit an offer to buy your home.
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Clear .T itle
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If offer is accepted the Rehabber's
. Superstore will submit the contract
2
'
to .the_title company
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Closing Day·
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Submit Contract
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company will clear the _title
.ft..en schedule a Closing date. At the
closillg you will pick up your chec~! -,__,-/'

